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Abstract 
Despite the amount of research into the cavity flow problem the prediction of the flow patterns, asso- 
ciated forces and acoustic phenomena remains an unsolved problem. The coupling of the shear layer 
dynamics, the internal vortical structures and the acoustics of the cavity make it a very complex flow 
despite the simple geometry. Once doors, stores and release mechanism are added the problem is 
compounded, thus accurate prediction methods are a necessity. 
The cavity has been shown to oscillate in different modes depending on the flow conditions and 
the geometry of the cavity. Two modes of oscillation were examined in detail, these being the wake 
and shear layer mode, using computational fluid dynamics and experimental data where available. 
The flow code used is the in-house CFD solver PMB and the experimental data has been provided by 
DERA. The cavity geometry was for a UD=5 cavity with a W/D ratio of 1 for the 3D investigation. 
For the wake mode the Reynolds number has been varied from 5,000 to 100,000 and the Mach 
number has been varied from 0.3 to 1.0 in order to examine the effect of changing conditions on 
this mode of oscillation. The characteristics of this mode of oscillation have been identified and a 
stable region within the varying Mach and Reynolds numbers has been shown. Outside of this stable 
region a blended flow has been identified. 
For the shear layer mode of oscillation the open cavity environment has been examined. This cav- 
ity is of great interest as examples of it can be found in current airframes, the F-I II for example. 
This flow type is characterised by intense acoustic noise at distinct frequencies which could cause 
structural fatigue and damage sensitive electronics. However, this cavity type also has a relatively 
benign pressure distribution along the length of the cavity making it ideal for store separation. The 
flow cycle predicted shows that the separated shear layer impact on the rear wall generates strong 
acoustic waves. These waves are further enhanced by the interaction of the wave with the vor- 
tices and upstream wall of the cavity. The flow conditions of interest for this case are M=0.85 and 
Re=6.783 million. A study of the effect of time step, grid refinement and turbulence model has been 
performed. It has been seen that the density of the grid and the turbulence model chosen must be 
considered as a pair; if the grid is too fine it may resolve scales being modelled by the turbulence 
model and result in a double counting of energy resulting in spurious results. 
One area of cavity studies that has received only sparse investigation is the effect of 3-Dimensionality 
on the flow. One objective of this work was to try and rectify this. However, it was found that the 
choice of solver could play a significant role in the accurate prediction of the 3D cavity flow. For 
cases where the acoustic spectrum is broad, typical URANS codes may have difficulty in predicting 
these flows. Under such conditions DES or LES would be more appropriate choices. However, 
when the frequency spectrum is not as spread out URANS can provide good results. This can be 
seen in the 3D cavity case where doors are present and aligned vertically. 
The wake mode, while identified in 2D. has received little attention in 3D. It is generally thought 
that the effect of the third dimension would be to trip the wake mode to shift to another mode of 
oscillation. This study has shown that this is indeed the case. The flow cycle shown is more remi- 
niscent of the blended flows shown in some 2D cases. 
11 
Another area of cavity flows that has received only scant attention thus far is the properties of the 
acoustic waves themselves. This motivated an investigation into these waves; since the internal 
acoustics are difficult to isolate from the internal cavity cycle the external waves were examined. It 
was found that the waves exhibit properties that would be consistent with monopole sources. 
The potential for CFD to resolve these flows and extract a great deal of information from them 
is clear; with the advent of DES and LES and the improved computing power available greater 
understanding of these complex flows is possible. 
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Introduction 
Cavity flows have been the subject of much study over the last 50-60 years. In the 1950's cavity 
research focused on the acoustics and unsteadiness inherent in the problem13. Cavity flows have 
recently again received much attention due to the need for the internal carriage of weapons stores 
in order to reduce the drag and radar profile of the aircraft. Nevertheless, there are well known 
and undesirable features associated with cavities. These include aircraft volume requirements and 
constraints on store geometry and size. Also, in long cavities it has been observed that undesirable 
pitching moments may be generated on the stores, causing them to return and strike the aircraft that 
released them. 
The afore mentioned problems effect the stores and internal equipment of the aircraft and as such 
they have to be qualified to the most severe sound pressure levels anticipated for a given mission. 
This requires for the cavity aerodynamics and acoustics to be understood and easily predicted. 
Another driving force that had caused the recent upsurge of investigation into this subject has been a 
set of goals, set out by NASA, amongst which are the objectives to reduce perceived noise levels by 
a factor of two in ten years and a factor of four in twenty. Likewise the European Union is pushing 
for a reduction in the overall levels of aircraft noise as part of the 2020 Vision program. 
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1.1 Cavity Flow Classification 
Cavity flows can be categorised into three types in acoustic terms: fluid resonant, fluid dynamic and 
fluid elastic. The fluid elastic case is the flow over a cavity where one or more of the cavity walls are 
elastic. Fluid dynamic flows are acoustically compact and as such do not contain acoustic standing 
waves in the cavity. In this case the unsteady pressure fluctuations in the cavity are hydrodynamic in 
nature, being induced by Biot-Savart vorticity interactions. The fluid resonant case, being acousti- 
cally non-compact, does have acoustic waves in the cavity and these waves contribute to a large part 
of the driving mechanisms of the highly unsteady flow. 
The four main types of cavity flows as defined by Plentovich et al. 1,2.3 categorise well under- 
stood phenomena as open, closed, transitional open and transitional closed (Figure 1.1.1). Although 
these descriptions were considered for supersonic flows they are also applicable to transonic flow, 
the only difference being the lack of certain shock formations and an amalgamation of the two tran- 
sitional flows into a single transitional case. It should be noted that transitional does not refer to the 
boundary layer but rather a shift from open to closed flow types. 
1.1.1 Open Cavity 
The open geometry, or deep cavity, is characterised by a shear layer which separates from the leading 
edge and spans the cavity to re-attach at the rear wall. This produces a static pressure distribution 
that is almost uniform across the cavity making for ideal store separation. Unfortunately this con- 
figuration is also know to generate a great deal of acoustic noise at resonant tones. The generating 
mechanism for these tones is explained later. 
1.1.2 Closed Cavity 
The second flow type (closed) has ýi different structure. Once the shear layer has separated 
from the 
leading edge it dips into the cavity to re-attach at some point along the floor. The shear layer then 
separates a second time further down the cavity length and re-attaches on the rear wall. 
This case has 
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been described as a combination of a rearward facing step followed by a forward facing step, which 
is fairly accurate at describing the flow structures. This flow produces, due to the separation and 
attachment of the shear layer on the cavity floor, three separate pressure regions: an upwash region at 
the upstream bulkhead; a second region where the store exists almost in the freestrearn in the centre 
of the cavity; and a downwash region at the rear bulkhead which causes, upon release of stores, 
pitching moments that can easily cause the store to re-enter the cavity. This cavity type generally 
does not sustain resonant acoustic tones, most likely due to the lack of a feedback mechanism. 
1.1.3 Transitional Cavity 
The third configuration is the transitional flow type. From the closed case if the length to depth ratio 
is decreased it can be seen (Figure 1.1.1) that the impingement (shear layer attachment on the floor) 
and exit (shear layer separates from the floor) shocks collapse into a single shock. This is a result of 
the flow no longer attaching onto the floor of the cavity. Continued decrease of the length to depth 
ratio finds this shock transforming into a series of compression wavelets, this signifies the flow is 
now transitional open. If we compare the static pressure distributions we find that the transitional 
closed case still produces pitching moments, whereas for the transitional open case the pitching 
moments are lessened. It should also be noted that the transitional open case, being similar to the 
open case, will begin to produce resonance and acoustic noise. 
1.2 Cavity Cycle 
The open cavity case is the most frequently studied geometry. The reasons for this are two fold. 
First, the mechanism is more complicated since it contains resonant acoustic tones which are a re- 
suit of a feedback loop in the cavity. These tones create a great deal of noise and a complicated 
flow field. Secondly this case, having an almost uniform static pressure distribution, is the most 
promising of the four types of cavity flow for store separation. Also, due to geometric requirements 
for the aircraft and its stores this cavity configuration is more desirable. 
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(b) Closed cavity flow. 
Figure 1.1.1: Cavity Model Types from Plentovich et al. 1,2,3 
The cavity flow for this case is characterised by a complex feedback loop. Convective instabilities 
grow to saturation in the shear layer, this shear layer impinges on the downstream wall of the cavity 
forming a high amplitude acoustic wave which travels upstream as a pressure front to impinge on 
the upstream wall. The feedback process is closed when some of the energy of the pressure wave 
is 
converted via a receptivity process at the separation point. 
4 
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Rossiter14" 15,16 developed a semi-empirical formula for the identification of the frequencies in an 
open cavity. This model was derived using an edge tone analogy and the assumption that the acoustic 
radiation is due to shed vortices impinging on the aft cavity wall. From this Rossiter developed the 
formula 
f_ 
U (m-y) 
L (K +Mý 
(1.2.1) 
where U is the freestream velocity, L is the cavity length, M is the Mach number, m is an integer 
(1,2,3... ) and K and y are empirical values, often taken at 0.66 and 0.25 respectively. 
Heller and Delfs4 examined this mechanism in detail for an open cavity under supersonic flow con- 
ditions (M=1.2). The original proposed generating mechanism was based on water table emissions 
which model only the first mode. This proved to be surprisingly accurate for the flow observed 
around a cavity in general flow. The process described was analogous to replacing the rear bulkhead 
with a pseudo-piston. This pseudo-piston generates upstream travelling pressure waves (Figure 
1.2.1) that reflect off the upstream bulkhead and propagate downstream. The resulting double wave 
structure deforms the free shear layer in an unsteady manner which sets up a classical receptivity 
problem. The unsteady shear layer impingement on the rear bulkhead then generates the pressure 
waves which originally initialised the process. 
(a) Upstream (b) Downstream 
Figure 1 . 
2. I: Hellers Cavity Feedback Mechanism4 
Heller also identified four different types of pressure waves generated by the cavity mechanism (Fig- 
ure 1.2.2). The type one wave is generated when the pressure wave in the cavity is generated. The 
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internal wave travels upstream at the local speed of sound creating a pressure wave above the cavity 
that trails it upstream. The external wave can be seen to have a shallow angle of inclination, this 
is due to the fact it is travelling supersonically with respect to the freestream flow. For example if 
M=0.8 and the internal wave is travelling at M=1 then the external wave will be travelling with a 
relative velocity of approximately M=1.8, thus the Mach angle is shallow. 
At the leading edge of the cavity the type two pressure wave can be seen. This wave is generated 
periodically as the shear layer deflects up and down during the cycle of the feedback loop. As the 
shear layer is deflected upward a compression shock appears. When the shear layer deflects down 
an expansion wave occurs, explaining the periodicity of this wave type. 
The type three wave is generated when the shear layer deflects into the cavity exposing the trailing 
edge of the cavity to the supersonic freestream. This wave would not be expected for speed less than 
Mach 1. 
Finally, the type four wave is generated during the shear layer's upward movement at the trailing 
edge. When this happens flow is expelled from the cavity, a result of which is the formation of a 
compression wave above this segment of the cavity. 
! 1? >I 
Figure 1.2.2: Hellers Wave Identification4 
It was observed that there is a minimum cavity length at which the shear 
layer will span the opening 
and not impinge on the downstream wall negating the generation of the acoustics that 
drive the res- 
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onance in the cavity. Shaw17 agreed with this observation and noted that the vortices in the ca\ity 
are less important than the impinging shear layer on the rear cavity wall. When the shear layer im- 
pinges on the wall mass is added to the cavity. The shear layer interaction plus the addition of this 
mass causes a pressure wave to be formed, this wave plus the convecting vortices deform the shear 
layer causing it to rise up out of the cavity. Mass is expelled through entrainment back out into the 
main flow. When the cycle time of the acoustic waves and the convective cycle of the shear layer 
(convecting instabilities downstream) coincide a strong resonance can occur. 
The flow over a cavity is unsteady, the pressure oscillations are composed of both random and 
periodic components. Even for a cavity of low length to width ratio the problem can be highly 
3-Dimensional. The generation of the acoustics is sensitive to many different parameters such as 
incoming boundary layer type, the geometric properties of the cavity and Mach number. 
1.3 2D Flows 
1.3.1 Subsonic/Transonic Flows 
The computational simulation of the cavity is itself a problem. Dependencies on discretisation 
model, flux representation, limiters, grid resolution, boundary conditions, time step, convergence 
level and turbulence models have been shown. The number of parameters, both physical and com- 
putational, that can change the outcome of the simulation can be quite daunting. However, this 
problem has been investigated by a number of authors in an attempt to put to rest some of these 
difficulties 18,19.20 
Tam and Orkwis18 chose to examine the effect of the turbulence model on the cavity flow prob- 
lem by using variations of a well known model (Baldwin-Lomax). It was noted that while time 
averaged pressure data can usually be found to show good agreement the flow structures defined in 
the cavity can prove to be very different. It was found that the variations of the Baldwin-Lomax 
model gave different results. These discrepancies were attributed to the levels of turbulent viscosity. 
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The general effect of increasing the viscosity was found to be a reduction in the dominant mode 
frequency and overall sound pressure levels. Also investigated was a UD=2, Mach 2 cavity using 
algebraic turbulence model simulations 19, however this paper focused on the physics of the problem 
rather than the effect of using an algebraic model. 
Orkwis et al. 20 chose to examine the output from three different Navier Stokes solvers for a par- 
ticular cavity geometry and set of flow conditions. The simulations were performed as a laminar 
calculation as the three solvers chosen did not share a common turbulence model which would have 
made any comparison difficult. Orkwis showed that while the three solvers agreed qualitatively, the 
quantitative agreement was poor. Dependence on the time step chosen was also shown to be an 
important factor. Thus another factor was added to the list of important considerations that must be 
made before attempting to model the cavity problem. 
Colonius et al. 5.6 used Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) to model 2 and 3-Dimensional, low 
Reynolds number cavity flows. The reasoning for using DNS which is computationally expensive 
was due to the questions raised about the effectiveness of compressible turbulence models on sepa- 
rated oscillating fields and their acoustics. Colonius et al. 5.6 identified two different types of cavity 
oscillations for the cases they studied. The first, more often encountered, was the shear layer mode 
(Figure 1.3.1(a)) and the other was termed the wake mode (Figure 1.3.1(b)). The shear layer mode 
is characterised by the roll up of vortices in the shear layer which impinge on the rear wall of the 
cavity. The wake mode, by comparison, is characterised by large scale shedding from the cavity 
leading edge in a manner similar to wake flow or classical eddy shedding. The shed vortex has 
dimensions of nearly the cavity size, the vortex is shed from the leading edge and ejected from the 
cavity in a violent manner. The vortex is large enough to cause separation upstream of the cavity as 
it is forming, and again downstream of the cavity as it is convected away. The acoustic field radiated 
by the wake mode is quite different from the shear layer mode. The acoustic field displays a wider 
range of frequencies and the amplitude can be up to 4 times greater. 
The wake mode has not been seen in cavities with turbulent boundary layers, possibly because of 
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the greater resistance of turbulent boundary layers to separation. These calculations were performed 
at very low Reynolds numbers under laminar conditions and it is thought that this could be the cause 
of the wake mode. 
C: ý 
(a) Shear Layer Mode (b) Wake Mode 
Figure 1.3.1: Modes Of Oscillation from Colonius5.6 
In order to try and prevent excessive numerical dissipation from turbulence modelling Shieh and 
Morris21 used a hybrid RANS/LES approach called Detached Eddy Simulation (DES). Using this 
method they examined the behaviour of both the shear layer and wake modes of the cavity. It was 
noted that unlike the shear layer mode, the wake mode is very violent, with large vortical structures 
(often larger than the cavity depth) being generated. The wake mode has, as of yet, not been ob- 
served in 3-Dimensional cavities. This indicates the potentially important 3-Dimensional effects for 
this case. 
Hamed et al. 22.23, similar to the computations performed by Colonius et al. , also performed 
DNS calculations on the cavity case to investigate the effect of Mach number on the unsteady flow 
of an open cavity 22,23 . 
They note that as the Mach number increases the size of the vortical struc- 
tares in the cavity also increase, they did not however experience the wake mode that Colonius er n!. 
identified. It was also noted that the sound pressure levels increase with Mach number. 
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Numerical investigations into the cavity problem have been many and varied. Experimental results 
are also available for this case. Many authors have used a variety of methods to examine expenmen- 
tally this unsteady problem. Plentovich et al. 1,2,3 for example used pressure sensors to classify 
the different cases of cavity flows. Ross and Peto9 performed extensive experiments on a cavity and 
went so far as to include stores within and without to examine the influence on the cavity acoustic 
modes. 
Esteve et al. 24 used Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) to measure the Reynolds stress profile, ve- 
locity fields and turbulence intensity in the cavity. For a cavity with length to depth ratio of 10 they 
found that the shear layer does not attach on the cavity floor, thus indicating a closed transitional 
cavity. Rather they found a sublayer of fluid moving upstream similar to the recirculation found in 
open cavities. 
To characterise the modal components (phase and amplitude) of the oscillations in a cavity an 
experimental study was undertaken by Kegerise et a[. 25. Optical deflectometry was the chosen 
experimental procedure, this being a quantitative extension of the Schlieren technique. Optical de- 
flectometry involves the measurement of light-intensity fluctuations at a point on the image plane 
using a fiber optic sensor, this can then be related to the instantaneous density gradients at a point in 
the flow. 
The results of this experimental method indicated two things about Rossiter's model. First, Rossiter 
assumed that disturbances in the shear layer propagate at constant speed along its length, this im- 
plies linear phase variation. This was shown to be the case. Secondly, Rossiter assumed that the 
convection speed ratio of the modal disturbances is constant. However, the experimental results in- 
dicate that as the convection speed ratio decreases with increasing frequency, the dependence of the 
convection speed ratio on Mach number appeared to be weak. 
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A comparison of numerical simulations with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) experimental data 
was performed by Radhakrishnan et al. 26. This investigation examined a UD=2 cavity at Mach 
numbers varying from 0.3 to 0.6. It was found that unorganised vortical structures in the shear layer 
corresponded to the absence of a large sound pressure level for the low Mach numbers, whereas 
the higher Mach numbers displayed well organised vortical structures and a well defined SPL peak 
was observed. Another observation that was made indicated that mode switching occurred between 
M=0.57 and M=0.64. This mode switching is a result of non-linear feedback coupling. It was found 
that amplification of the third mode of oscillation over the first mode is a result of the combination 
of energy transfer amongst the modes of oscillation in the nonlinear shear layer growth region, the 
coupling of the upstream travelling waves and the well organised nature of the vorticity within the 
shear layer. 
A PIV study was also undertaken by Meganathan and Vakili27 for a large range of UD ratios and 
Mach numbers. The vorticity maps for this study showed that the shear layer was made up of differ- 
ent scales of coherent vortical structures. The vorticity levels close to the leading edge of the cavity 
were found to be very high and hence small scale structures are formed in this region, these coherent 
vortical structures coalesce as they convect downstream. This process of successive vortex merging 
was found to cause the shear layer to spread and the vortex passage frequency to decrease. However, 
it was noted that the incoming boundary layer was not quite turbulent for these experiments. 
Martel et al. 28 used a Shack Hartman sensor, which relies on the same principle as used in Schlieren 
and Shadowgraph techniques, to measure the flow as it passed over a two-dimensional cavity. The 
density variation distribution was shown to indicate that coherent structures were present in the shear 
layer for a Mach 0.8 cavity with L/D=4 and 8. For the deep cavity it was found that the coherent 
structures not only convect downstream but also appear to move in a vertical direction, interacting 
with the shear layer and the floor of the cavity. 
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The single cavity cases described above have not been the sole focus of the experimental and com- 
putational efforts that have been invested into the problem of the unsteady oscillating cavity. There 
has been research into the effects of tandem cavity configurations29.30The main aims of these pa- 
pers were to study the effects of a second cavity placed upstream from the main cavity. The effect 
was identified by comparing the tandem configuration to an isolated cavity of the same geometric 
dimensions and same flow conditions. It was shown, in terms of Cp , that for the closed and closed- 
transitional cases the effect of the upstream cavity was to lower the CP values. For the open and 
open-transitional case there was no discernible difference. 
1.3.2 Supersonic/Hypersonic Flows 
Rona and Dieudonn631 investigated a Mach 1.5 flow using a numerical method intended to give low 
dispersion and dissipation to model the physics of the cavity flow. They found that a dominant mode 
characterises the instability, the frequency being determined by the cavity streamwise length, the 
shear layer convection speed, the feedback pressure and momentum wave phase speeds in the cavity 
and the shear layer receptivity phase delay. They deduced that the nature of the unsteadiness for the 
modelled case was mainly flow resonant. 
A previous study executed by Zhang et al. 7 to identify wave patterns around the cavity employing 
both spark Schlieren and computational Schlieren was found to give good agreement with the study 
by Heller and Delfs4. Zhang et al. found that the shear layer displacement, associated with the con- 
vective velocity and vorticity waves and the pressure disturbances, determines the unsteady wave 
pattern. While Heller and Delfs identified four types of waves, Zhang et al. identified five (Figure 
1.3.2). Type 1 is the leading edge shock expansion wave caused by the shear layer deflection. Type 
2 is the upstream propagating pressure wave inside the cavity. Type 3 is the shock wave associated 
with the convecting rolled up vortex in the cavity. Type 4 is the shock generated by the periodic 
interaction between the shear layer and the rear bulkhead. This wave is seen to trail the type 2 wave 
inside the cavity. Type 5 are quasi stationary waves which appear immediately downstream of the 
trailing edge. 
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(b) Spark Schlieren Fig. 2 
(c) Computational Schlieren Fig. 1 (d) Computational Schlieren Fig. 2 
(e) Computational Schlieren Fig. 3 (f) Computational Schlieren Fig. 4 
Figure 1.3.2: Rona And Xhang's Wave Identification? 
When the flow conditions were changed (Mach number increased to 2.5) it was found that most of 
the waves above the cavity vanished. This is due to the shear layer instability waves displaying a 
moderate convective amplification without the nonlinear propagation effects observed at Mach 1.5. 
This prevents any significant wave steepening with convection. The reduction of the unsteadiness at 
higher Mach numbers is predictable by inviscid flow instability theory. 
In conclusion it was noted that the shear layer is dominated by a coupled motion of flapping in the 
transverse direction and vortex convection in the streamwise direction. The transverse flapping is a 
result of shear layer instabilities and the vortex convection due to nonlinear propagation effects; this 
leads to significant wave steepening with convection. 
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Shih et al. 32 found that the flow cycle for a Mach 1.5 case exhibited the following properties. 
A compression wave at the aft bulkhead causes the shear layer to bulge outwards and eject mass out 
of the cavity. After the shear layer has reattached to the rear wall mass addition creates a travelling 
pressure wave that moves upstream within the cavity, trailing an oblique shock external to the cavity 
as it does so. When this pressure wave reaches the upstream wall and reflects, a pressure doubling 
in the region occurs whereas the external disturbances continue to convect upstream. This causes 
a pressure jump across the shear layer which deflects the shear layer. The reflected pressure wave 
convects downstream and deflects the shear layer outwards as it does so. The compression wave at 
the upstream corner of the cavity becomes weaker as the wave propagates downstream and leaves 
the corner of the cavity. 
In an attempt to correctly model the cavity problem Arunajatesan et al. 33 compared the output 
from both a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) calculation and a Hybrid RANS/LES solver. It was found 
that the agreement between the predicted (RANS/LES) and measured pressure was good. The pure 
LES calculation, however, showed significant discrepancies when compared against the experimen- 
tal data. It was found that the cause of this was that the LES could not model correctly the upstream 
boundary layer without adequate resolution. 
Unalmis et al. 34.35,36 performed a series of experiments on a Mach 5 flow over a cavity using 
a variety of laser imaging techniques. They noted that using a cross correlation technique on the 
pressure data acquired from the leading and trailing edges of the cavity the peaks represented the 
impingement of the same acoustic wave on both walls. This allowed the acoustic wave speed to 
be calculated and a corresponding Strouhal number to be obtained. It was seen that this Strouhal 
number corresponded to the first Rossiter mode. Overall, at this Mach number, the acoustic waves 
inside the cavity appear to have little effect on the shear layer deformation. This suggests that there 
is little shear layer/acoustic coupling in cavities at these speeds. For these flows the role of the shear 
layer may simply he to impart broadband noise into the cavity, which appears to have purely acous- 
tic modes. By increasing the length to depth ratio it was noted that as the shear laver now impinges 
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lower on the wall the acoustic oscillations increase as higher energy noise is introduced. 
While the majority of the literature deals only with flow at zero angles of pitch and yaw over a 
cavity, Disimile and Orkwis37 examined the effects of Yaw angle on the cavity oscillations. Chang- 
ing the yaw angle was noted to have an effect on the dominant pressure oscillation. It was noted that 
up to about 37.5 degrees there was little effect on the frequencies. It was suggested that the dom- 
inant mechanism was acoustic in nature and not fluid dynamic. As the second mode was found to 
vary with increasing yaw angle it was surmised that this mode was probably fluid dynamic in nature. 
While there is much information available on the acoustic measurement in cavities the literature 
concerning the aerodynamics of stores during separation is sparse. Stalling38 published a paper on 
this subject at Mach 2.36 and 2.86 based on the experimental results obtained during wind tunnel 
testing. In order to facilitate safe store separation the values for the normal force coefficient and 
the moment coefficient should be either zero or slightly negative. His experiments showed that this 
was the case for the open cavity configuration. For closed cavities, however, he noted large positive 
values for both coefficients. For the closed cavity flow the large pitching moments caused the angle 
of attack of the store to increase rapidly, resulting in the missile being forced back into the cavity. 
For the open cavity the angle of attack remained more or less constant. 
Shalaev et al. 39 also examined the dynamics of stores during separation. They used an analysis 
based on using combined asymptotic and numerical methods. They divided the problem into three 
phases: inside the cavity, crossing the shear layer and outside the cavity. The shear layer was ap- 
proximated using a vortex sheet representing an infinitesimally thin slip surface. The motion of the 
shear layer was time averaged as the timescale of the shear layer is at least three orders faster than 
that of the falling body. It was noted that the separation was effected by a more complex flow that 
was not captured by their model. One discrepancy noted was due to the slip surface displacement 
induced by the shear layer instabilities. This has the effect of leading to a pitching moment phase 
jump from 0 to 180 degrees during phase 2 (crossing the shear layer). This jump can trigger quick 
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transformation from one trajectory to another as is confirmed by experimental results. 
1.4 3D Flows 
1.4.1 Subsonic/Transonic Flows 
Suhs et al. 40 performed calculations of 3-Dimensional cavities for both subsonic and super- 
sonic Mach numbers. The mass flux across the cavity was examined in order to determine the 
3-Dimensionality of the flow. It was shown that mass is added and ejected from the cavity at dif- 
ferent locations and times. Despite the effects of the 3-Dimensionality the flow was found to be 
laterally symmetric about the cavity centre. These results were consistent for both the subsonic and 
supersonic computations. 
Larcheveque et al. 41 performed LES calculations on a cavity with and without doors. It was 
found that the doors led to an increase in the second Rossiter mode which becomes the dominant 
mode for the cavity. For the clean cavity (no doors) it was found that there was a clear 2D structure. 
It was noted that the Rossiter modes exhibited a transverse modulation with five and four periods at 
the upstream and downstream ends of the cavity respectively. An aerodynamic mechanism has been 
identified as being responsible for this coupling, specifically baroclinic effects. 
Cattafesta et al. 42 performed experiments on two cavity configurations (L/D=2 and 4 at M=0.4 
and 0.6 respectively) and found that significant non-linearities were present in the L/D=2 cavity, 
while the nonlinear effects were much less in the L/D=4 cavity. The results led to the hypothesis 
that when 3 Rossiter modes with frequencies ff > fb > f, were present and satisfied the relation 
fc - (fb + fa) =Af ; z: ý 0, significant non-linear coupling can occur between the modes, 
leading to a 
low-frequency amplitude modulation of the primary modes at f,,, = Of and larger than normal SPL. 
It was observed that even when this condition was not satisfied the difference interactions between 
the primary modes, namely (f,, -1i, ), (fb, -fb) and (f, -fe) create a low-frequency mode that ap- 
peared in the power spectrum and amplitude modulates the Rossiter modes. 
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As in 2-Dimensions the 3-Dimensional cases have not been limited to the single cavity case. Taborda8 
performed an experiment on tandem 3-Dimensional cavities in order to gain a better understanding 
of the effects of 3-Dimensionality. Similar results to the 2-Dimensional counterparts were found 
with regard to the effects on the C,, of the cavity, ie there is little or no effect on the open ca% it} 
configuration but a drop in the C,, for the closed and close-transitional cases. 
While these results corresponded to the 2-Dimensional cases, it was found, using oil flow visuali- 
cation, that the 3-Dimensional effects were significant. It was also noted that there is a great deal 
of symmetry about the cavity centre line and that taken at this location the streamwise flow could 
be considered 2-Dimensional. Also noted was the presence of two counter rotating vortices at the 
upstream bulkhead (Figure 1.4.1). 
Nodal points 
(a) 
(N 
U, 
Saddle point No-slip boundary 
Figure 1.4. l: Oil Flow Visualisation Representation of Taborda8 
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1.4.2 Supersonic/Hypersonic Flows 
Rizzetta43 performed a computational investigation into the supersonic (M=1.5) 3-Dimensional cav- 
ity problem. He noted that in general it would be expected that a 3-Dimensional flow field would 
produce lower pressure levels than a 2-Dimensional cavity of the same configuration. This, he noted, 
was due to the relief effect. His conclusions agree in some respects with that of Taborda8 as he also 
notes the highly 3-Dimensional nature of the problem. Rizzetta found his results agreed to some ex- 
tent also with the simple physical model envisioned by Rossiter, however, it was shown to be more 
complex than the planar situation Rossiter postulated. While the frequency spectra from this com- 
putational analysis agreed well with the experimental data there was overprediction compared with 
the amplitudes of these frequencies. Finally it was noted that while the fundamental behaviour of 
the problem was 2-Dimensional the presence of a vortex evolving at the side wall of the front bulk- 
head produced noticeable 3-Dimensional effects. This is similar to the results obtained by Taborda8 
above. 
Baysal and Srinivasan` 4 performed calculations on two cavities with L/D=6 and 16 at a Mach num- 
ber of 1.5. They showed that when the cavity pressure was lower than the freestream pressure the 
shear layer was deflected downwards causing mass and momentum to enter the cavity. This injected 
mass then was slowed by various dissipative processes within the cavity, thereby increasing the pres- 
sure above the freestream value. This in turn caused the shear layer to deflect out of the cavity and 
to then eject mass into the freestream. Two contributions to the data on supersonic cavity flowfields 
were identified, the first was that at the time there were no viscous calculations of such 
flows avail- 
able. Also, there had been no published results for visualisation of the 
flow within the cavity itself. 
It was found that the variations along the width of the cavity could be attributed to the 
deceleration 
of the flow towards the side walls. 
An experimental investigation into 3-Dimensional cavities using laser visualisation techniques was 
performed by MulTay and Elliott45. The streamwise 
imaging showed the shear layer to oscillate with 
lai-e Brown and Roshko roller type structures at low Mach numbers. 
As the Mach number way in- 
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creased these structures become less prevalent. Plan view images also showed that 2-Dimensionality 
decreases with increasing Mach number. 
1.5 Thesis Objectives 
From all of the previous work that has been done some understanding of the cavity flow problem has 
been attained, however the cavity still remains a problem to be solved. The work performed thus far 
has mainly been 2D studies, 3D investigations have so far been rare. The objectives of this thesis are 
to examine computationally the cavity flow problem at low and high Reynolds numbers in both 2- 
and 3-Dimensions. The cavity of interest, as described in Chapter 2, has a length to depth ratio of 5 
and a width to depth ratio of 1. The flow code used is the in-house flow solver PMB, the properties 
of which are described in Chapter 3. The cases examined on this geometry in 2D include parametric 
studies to determine the effect of grid density, time step and turbulence model. The two main cavity 
flow oscillations, the shear layer and wake modes, have been examined and a Reynolds and Mach 
number dependency study of the wake mode has been performed (Chapter 5). 
In 3D, laminar calculations have been performed to examine the effect of 3-Dimensionality on the 
wake mode and to examine the effect of varying the Reynolds number. Turbulent 3D calculations 
have been performed to examine a more practical flight regime and to compare against experimental 
data provided by DERA9' 10,11,12. Comparison of results from both URANS and LES calculations 
have been presented also (Chapter 6) to determine the best method for predicting cavity flows. 
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Chapter 2 
Experimental and Computational 
Setup 
2.1 DERA Experiment 
A schematic of the experimental setup, as used by DERA9' 10, I I. 12 is shown in figures 2.1.1,2.1.2 
and 2.1.3. The experimental rig could be adjusted to accommodate a number of different cavity 
configurations. The L/D range was varied from 5 to 10. A number of door geometries was tested 
including straight and hinged doors at various angles. In the present work two cases are of interest, 
namely the door on configuration (with the doors at 90 degrees) and the clean cavity configuration 
(no doors present). In this thesis the cavity configuration of interest has a LID ratio of 5 and a W/D 
ratio of 1, both the doors on and no doors configurations have been examined. 
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Figure 2.1.1: Clean cavity rig - all dimensions are in inches 
Inside the cavity a set of pressure probes was used. This was reproduced in the CFD calculations and 
the same locations were examined. This allows later chapters (5 and 6) to compare measurements 
with the computed results and exploit the coincident probe points to calculate the acoustics. The 
locations of the Kulite differential unsteady pressure transducers used for comparison with the CFD 
results are given in table 2.1.1 and shown in figure 2.1.2. Shown in table 2.1.2 are the run conditions 
of two experiments used for comparisons. 
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Figure 2.1.2: Location of transducers 
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Figure 2.1.3: Cavity with doors rig, all dimensions are given in inches. 
Probe X/L Y(inches) Z(inches) 
K20 0.05 0.0 -4.0 
K21 0.15 0.0 -4.0 
K22 0.25 0.0 -4.0 
K23 0.35 0.0 -4.0 
K24 0.45 0.0 -4.0 
K25 0.55 0.0 -4.0 
K26 0.65 0.0 -4.0 
K27 0.75 0.0 -4.0 
K28 0.85 0.0 -4.0 
Table 2.1.1: Location of Kulite pressure probes in DERA experiment 
Case Mach No. P, q Reynolds No. TO 
Clean 
Doors 
0.85 
0.85 
9.122PSI 
9.006PSI 
4.619PSI 
4.554PSI 
13.35E6/metre 
13.47E6/metre 
310.56()K 
305.060K 
Table 2.1.2: Run conditions for DERA experimental data 
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2.2 Computational 
The computational setup used to model the cavity problem is as follows. The computational grads 
have been non-dimensionalised by the cavity length. All calculations have been performed using the 
University of Glasgow CFD Laboratory in house code PMB (Parallel Multi-Block). Further infor- 
mation about this code is given in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.2.1: Coarse CFD grid used in 2D simulations. 
Figure 2.2.1 shows the coarse grid generated for the 2D calculations. As can be seen the points are 
clustered towards the wall and stretch out in the farfield. Starting from this grid fine and very fine 
versions have been produced by increasing the number of points in the x and y directions by a factor 
of two for each grid level. It should be noted that the initial wall spacing has been kept constant for 
all levels of grids and only modified depending upon the requirements of the employed turbulence 
model and Reynolds number for the run. This is done due to the need to resolve a turbulent or 
laminar boundary layer as necessary for the case. As would be expected a turbulent boundary layer 
requires smaller wall spacings than the laminar boundary layer. Table 2.2.2 gives 
further information 
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of the setup of the grids. Shown in figure 2.2.2 are the boundary conditions for the 2D grid. Table 
2.2.1 provides the key for this graph. It should be noted that the flow is from left to right and the 
symmetry conditions are used to ensure a uniform flow entering the grid and a reasonably uniform 
flow exiting the grid. The boundary layer is allowed to develop along the upstream wall naturally to 
a fully developed boundary layer at the cavity lip. 
3 
2 
Figure 2.2.2: Boundary conditions used in 2D simulations. 
Value Boundary Condition 
Y Symmetry 
2 Wall boundary condition 
3 Farfield condition 
Table 2.2.1: Boundary conditions Key 
3 
For the 3D calculations the xy point distribution has been kept as similar to the 2D coarse grid as 
possible, this was due to the 2D coarse grid producing reasonably good results (Chapter 5). However, 
due to the need to distribute the blocks evenly over multiple processors and to include the influence 
of doors, the xy plane has been slightly modified by dividing it into a larger number of blocks. The 
24 
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Figure 2.2.3: Computational grid in xy plane for coarse 3D calculations. 
boundary conditions for the 3D grid in the xy plane are the same as for the 2D case (Figure 2.2.2 
and Table 2.2.1). Figure 2.2.3 shows the 3D setup in the xy plane. A cut in the yz plane is shown 
in figure 2.2.4. The grid has been set up such that most of the cell faces in the z-direction have an 
aspect ratio as close to 1 as possible. The boundary conditions for the 3D grid in the yz plane are 
given in figure 2.2.5. The boundary conditions for the doors can be seen in this figure. They are set 
to wall boundary conditions for the doors on case and for the doors off case are set to normal cell 
interface conditions. The computational parameters and their associated values are given in table 
2.2.3 for each of the high Reynolds number runs. It should be noted that the Reynolds number is 
calculated with respect to the cavity length. 
Again as has been mentioned the grid remains the same for both the low and high Reynolds number 
runs with the exception being that the initial wall spacing is modified as appropriate. 
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Figure 2.2.4: Computational grid in yz plane for coarse 3D calculations. 
Figure 2.2.5: Boundary conditions in the yz plane for the 3D calculations. 
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Grid Total points Points in Points in Points in Total points 
in cavity streamwise direction normal direction spanwise direction in grid 
Coarse 2D 10302 101 51 2 33252 
Fine 2D 40602 201 101 2 130492 j 
Very Fine 2D 161202 401 201 2 516972 
Coarse 3D 401475 101 75 53 1483174 
Table 2.2.2: Number of points in computational grids. 
Case Mach No. Reynolds No. Time Step Psuedo Time Convergence Turbulence Model 
2D 0.85 6783000 0.01 0.005 k-w and SST 
2D Fine time 0.85 6783000 0.001 0.005 k-w and SST 
3D 0.85 6783000 0.01 0.005 SST only 
3D LES 0.85 1000000 0.01 0.005 Smagorinsky 
Table 2.2.3: Conditions for high Reynolds number cases. 
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Chapter 3 
Model Equations 
3.1 Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes 
The main features of the in-house flow solver PMB are presented in the next paragraphs. This 
code has been successfully applied to many different problems, among them are cavity flows46 46,47 1 
hypersonic film cooling48 and spiked bodies49. PMB solves the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes 
(BANS) equations in 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinates which can be written in non-dimensional, 
vector form as 
dW a(F: +Fv) a(G'+Gv) a(H'+Hv) 
_0 ät + dx + ay + -dz - 
where W is the vector of conservative variables 
W= (p, pu, pv, pw, pE)T, 
and the inviscid flux vectors are 
F' = (pu, P«2+P, Puv, Puw, u(PE+P))T 
(3.1.2) 
G' = (pv. puv, pv2+P, p 'w, v(PE+P))T 
(3.1.3) 
H' = (pw. pllw, pvw, pw2+P, w(pE+p))T 
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where p, u, v, w, p, pE are, respectively, the density, the 3 components of velocity, the pressure and 
the specific total energy. The viscous flux vectors are defined as 
Fw1 )T 
Re, 
Gl 
, 
(O, T* + VTý, ý + w'Tý_. Rý, 
T 
R 
e 
H`'= (O. uTi+t' +wt qz)T 
where the components of the stress tensor and heat flow vector are modelled using Boussinesq's 
approximation 
i. r -- ýµ +µr) 29 u dx 
z au 
3 äX 
dv +ä + dw äi y 
av iyy=-(µ+µr) 2ä - 
2 au 
3(äX 
av +ä + aw äZ) y y 
aw , rzz (µ + µr 2äZ 2 du 3X 
dv + äy + 
aW 
äZ 
du dv 
'rry=-(µ+µ1)(äy+äX) 
du dw 
tixz=-(lý+µr)(az+ fix) 
ä7z ay 
and Re, M, T, Pr, P,, are the Reynold's number, the Mach number, the static temperature, Prandtl's 
_Iµµ, 
dT 
- I)Mj P, P,, dx 
__-1 
µ µº aT q, (Y_I)M? (P, Pr, 
)ay 
Iµµ, )d 
T 
y`--(y-1)M? Pr P,, dz 
(3.1.5) 
number the turbulent Prandtl's number respectively. The molecular viscosity p is evaluated using 
Sutherland's law 
3 
T7 To+110 
to To T+110 
(3.1.6) 
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which is a good approximation for air. The perfect gas relations are used here 
H=E+P 
P 
E= e+ 
! 
(u2+v2+w2)+pk 
P= (Y- 1 )Pe 
p_ T 
p YM2 
The eddy viscosity (µ, ) is evaluated from a turbulence model. 
(3.1.7) 
These equations are discretised on multiblock, body-conforming grids using a finite volume method. 
This reduces equation 3.1.1 to a set of discretised equations of the form 
d 
dt 
(Vi. 
j, kWi, J, k) = -Ri, J, k(W 
Where V is the volume of the cell. 
(3.1.8) 
The convective terms are discretised using Osher's upwind scheme and MUSCL interpolation is used 
to provide third order accuracy. The Van Albada limiter is employed to prevent spurious oscillations 
at shocks50, s1 
For the time integration of equation (3.1.8) an implicit scheme is used 
n+l n Wi. j, k W+, j, k 
= _Rn+l (3.1.9) At º, j, k . 
where the flux residual is linearised according to 
Rn+1 .:, Rn + 
ROW 
(3.1.10) 
For clarity the i, j, k subscripts have been dropped and (W"+1 - W") is replaced by AW. Thus the 
linear system becomes 
I aR" 
(-+aW)OW=-R". (3.1.11) 
A Krylov subspace method is used to solve this system, with Block Incomplete Lower-Upper (BILL) 
factorisation as a preconditioner52 
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3.2 Turbulence Models 
CHAPTER 3. MODEL EQUATIONS 
The turbulence models employed in this work are the k-w model53, sa and the SST baseline modelss 
3.2.1 Wilcox's k-co turbulence model 
The k-w turbulence model in non-dimensional form can be written as: 
a 
(Pk)+ 
a 
(PUik) =d µ+ 
p, ak 
+P(P-ß`Uk) (3.2.1) it dxj dxj 6k dxj 
aa1 
dx µ+ 
µ+p aP- ý2) +PS, (3.2.2) 
J .ia, w 
060] 
J 
v, 0 it 
(P(0)+ 
c3x 
(PU160) =0 
where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, co is the turbulent dissipation, P is the production term, S1 is 
the source term and a, ß, ß*, ßk and ßu, are the model's closure co-efficients. 
For this model the values are 
a* P* aß Ck 43760 Si 
1 0.09 5/9 0.075 220 
Table 3.2.1: Values of the co-efficients for the k-co model employed in this work. 
3.2.2 Menter's Shear-Stress-Transport (SST) model 
The SST baseline model blends the k-w and k-E models. The equations for the k-w model, as given 
above, are still used and the blending function (which determines the values of a, (3, ak 
1 and y) 
is given by: 
B(a, b) - Fra+(1 -F1)b. 
where 
Fý = tanh (arg') , 
arge 'nin max 
k"2 500v 2kw 
Cv1' ý y2w ý Yn max (Ok " O(V, 
0.0) 
and the co-efficient vales for a and b are obtained from 
(3.2.3) 
(3.2.4) 
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a` ß* a ß sl 
0.553 0.075 0 
1 0 09 B B B . 0.44 0.44 0.083 0.5 0.5 ýý ý Ok. Ow 
B 1) B( 0.856 
) 
, 
Table 3.2.2: Values of the co-efficients for the baseline SST model blending function. 
3.2.3 LES 
Conventional turbulence models identify the features of a flow in terms of its statistical properties. 
LES on the other hand defines the flow in terms of its scale properties and divides the flow into two 
components, large eddy scales and smaller eddy scales. The large scales are explicitly simulated and 
the smaller scales are modelled using a sub-grid scale model. 
The compressible LES formulations start from the application of spatial filtering 
1=1 Gfdv (3.2.5) 
where G is a grid filtering function and each variable off is decomposed as 
f= f+fsg (3.2.6) 
where f is the filtered part and fsg is the sub-grid part. Replacing the filtered part with its Favre- 
averaged component gives 
f=Pf 
P 
(3.2.7) 
This formulation in conjunction with the filtering results in several additional terms to the Navier- 
Stokes equation. All the new terms are concentrated in the viscous flux vectors. 
In the transformed co-ordinate system and for the c-direction, the viscous flux reads 
4. 
ßi(GiI 
+ T, 1 
j 
ýri(Gi2+T12ý 
(3.2.8) 
F 
ý, JQ3 + Zi3) 
ý1 [u (Gi j+r 1) qi - 
Qi] 
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where G; j is the Favre-averaged stress tensor and is defined as 
G, j _µ 
du, aýk+dujdIk+2s dukdj (3.2.9) 
ask X; ask dxi 3 '' dýj aXk 
q; is the Favre-averaged heat flux vector 
q; =µ 
a'r dj 
(3.2.10) [(Y- 1)Mä] Pr d 4j dxi 
'r is the sub-grid stress 
, r; j = -Rep (u; uý - ü; üj) (3.2.11) 
and Q; is the sub-grid heat flux term 
Q; = Rep 
(ZT 
- ü; T) (3.2.12) 
Note that both T and Q; need to be modelled. 
The simplest approach is to use Smagorinski's suggestion of a sub-grid turbulent viscosity 
2 
µ, =ReCJ_ 3 PSm 
S,,, = 2S; ýS; ý (3.2.13) 
au; a'k dui d 4k 
Sii 
J- 3 comes from the transformation and the grid-filter and CS is a constant (0.18) . 
Hence, 
Ti j= 2pi 
(s1 j-13 Skk Si j+13 Tkk Si j (3.2.14) 
where 3 Tkk4J is the 
isotropic part and is usually small for incompressible flows compared to the 
pressure. 
For compressible flow 
Tkk _ -2ReCjJ- ? pS n 
_ 
µt aT aj Qý Prt) dýJ . dx, 
where C, is a constant (0.1). 
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Chapter 4 
Methods for Analysis of CFD Results 
For the cavity calculations there are two types of output that require analysis. The first is a flow field 
file that contains, for every point in the grid, the three components of velocity as well as the pressure 
and density. The second type is a set of probe points which produce records like pressure taps in an 
experimental flow. These probes output the required flow variable, in this case the pressure, at the 
closest grid point to the specified coordinates. 
In order to make use of the probe data quickly and efficiently the required analytical and statisti- 
cal methods have been combined into a single Matlab interface. This allows the data to be post- 
processed quickly without the need for a large number of programs or commands. It also allows for 
the data to be consistently analysed, facilitating easy comparison and cross-plotting of results. A 
screenshot of the interface is shown in figure 4.0.1. The Matlab code is given in Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.0.1: Snapshot of Matlab interface. 
The most common forms of analyses performed on the cavity data are calculation of the Root Mean 
Square (RMS) of the pressure, the Sound Pressure Level (SPL), the Power Spectral Density (PSD) 
and the Coefficient of Pressure (Cp ). All of these have been included in the interface 
design. 
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The RMS and SPL calculations are statistical measures of the deviance of the signal, which gives the 
time averaged energy in the system, ie the overall intensity of the fluctuating pressure measurements. 
The RMS of the pressure is defined as 
(L(P - Pmean))2 PRMS = (4.0.1) 
where n is the number of pressure samples. The SPL is the log to the base ten of this value with 
reference to audible sound. That is 
SPL = 20log 0 
(PRMS) 
(PREF) 
where PREF is taken to be 2x 10-5Pa. 
(4.0.2) 
To obtain the PSD, a Fourier Transform Technique known as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used. 
The FFT is a computationally efficient form of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) which al- 
lows a Fourier Transform (FT) to be performed on discrete, finite signals. Fourier theory states that 
any signal can be broken down, or deconstructed, into a finite number of sinusoidal wave forms 
with different frequencies and amplitudes. The sum of these signals can then be calculated using 
superposition theory to obtain the original signal. The FFT is defined as 
J 
t2 
f (t) clt = 
ao 
JI dt + a 
rZ 
cos 
(2nnt) 
dt + b it', rZ sin (2nnt) dt (4.0.3) 2 ýý n=l J ýl T n=l T 
Other statistical techniques have been included in the Matlab code. These are the Probability Density 
Function (PDF), the Cumulative Density Function (CDF), the Auto-Correlation (AC), the Cross- 
Correlation (CC), the Cross Spectral Density (CSD) and the modal frequency analysis. 
The PDF and CDF are respectively, the measure of the probability of the pressure at a given time 
and location being equal to or less than a given value. Thus, the PDF is defined as 
x+dx 
P(x<x'<x+dx) =Jf (x)d (4.0.4) 
Likewise the CDF is defined as 
F(x) =Jsf (x') dx (4.0.5) 
where . v' 
is a random variable. 
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The modal frequency analysis is used to extract SPL plots, similar to the overall SPL previously 
described, for each acoustical mode or tone. This is useful as it allows the linking of individual 
mode frequency shapes to the physical structures in the cavity that produce them. The SPL plot for 
each mode is calculated by integration of the PSD over the frequency range of the specific tone, thus 
obtaining the square of the RMS pressure - Parseval's relationship (Figure 4.0.2). From this the SPL 
plots for individual cavity acoustic (Rossiter) modes can be obtained. 
As previously stated two correlation techniques have been programmed into the analysis. The Auto- 
Correlation technique is used to learn something about the dataset, such as periodicities, trends and 
repeating patterns in order to infer something about the process itself from these observations. The 
AC is defined as being the correlation of a signal with itself where the correlation is defined as 
62 
r= (4.0.6) 6X 6y 
where ßX, 6y are the standard deviations and ay is the covariance, which are defined as 
/L1=i Xi -X 
n 
6 
yn (Yi -Y) (4.0.7) 
yn 
62. _LI 
Xa y1 - n. Xy 
n-1 
700 
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500 
.W 
cc 300 
200 
100 
yC 1000 SOD 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 4.0.2: Parsevals relationship. 
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This formulation is further extended by applying a small time shift in order to obtain additional 
useful information from the signal as follows 
where is the time shift. 
Cross-Correlation is an extension of Auto-Correlation. This is the case where the second signal is not 
the same as the original. From this we can learn two things: firstly, the strength of the relationship 
between the two signals and secondly, the lag that maximises the coherence. The Cross-Correlation 
is derived in the same manner as the Auto-Correlation to give 
rin = 
Y-n l+t(yiyi-r - (n (4.0.8) Y_1+z(Y? - (n - ß)Y2) 
ýn- yn 
, X, Y, -I: 
n 
, Xi 
I: 
lY, 
lýn - I) 
Ell 2 -(yn IXi)2((11-I) 
yi 
1ýi -(yn lyi)2) 
(4.0.9) 
The Cross Spectral Density is very similar to the Power Spectral Density, in effect being a FFT of 
the Cross-Correlation, whereas the Power Spectral Density is linked to the Auto-Correlation. The 
Cross-Spectral Density allows the coincidence of the acoustic tones to be measured across different 
grids and cases to provide some information regarding the similarity of the acoustical mechanisms. 
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2D Results 
This chapter covers the low and high Reynolds number 2D results obtained. Section 5.1 includes a 
description, and parametric study of the cavity oscillation that has been termed the wake mode. A 
study of the effects of Mach and Reynolds number on the wake mode is also included. The subse- 
quently identified blended mode cavity oscillations are also detailed. 
The high Reynolds number turbulent results (Section 5.2) contain a study of the shear layer mode 
of oscillation. The effect of grid and time step have been examined for two turbulence models (k-c) 
and SST baseline). A study of the acoustic mechanisms is also included. 
5.1 Low Reynolds Number Laminar Results 
It has been noted (Chapter 1.3) that there are two regimes which the cavity flow may operate in. 
These regimes are the high Reynolds number Shear-Layer mode (Section 5.2) and the low Reynolds 
number Wake mode. This section provides the results obtained from a study of the 
Wake mode. 
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Figure 5.1.1: Sound pressure level plot representing the pure wake mode at Re=37000, M=0.6 on 
the coarse grid with a time step of 0.1 
5.1.1 Reynolds 37000, Mach 0.6 Standard Case 
We may consider the pure wake mode as a baseline case. A description of the flow cycle is given 
and a study of the effects of spatial and temporal refinement is made. Figure 5.1.1 shows the sound 
pressure level plot for the wake mode. As can be seen the sound pressure levels are very high. The 
frequency content for this case is shown in figure 5.1.2 and as can be seen there is a single dominant 
frequency (- 100Hz). Also visible on this plot are the harmonics for the dominant frequency. 
Figure 5.1.3 shows a sequence of pictures of pressure contours and streamlines at various times 
in and around the cavity. The cavity flow field for this case is cyclic, starting from figure 5.1.3(a) 
and progressing to figure 5.1.3(h) at which time the cycle repeats. 
Figure 5.1.3(a) shows the first frame in the cycle. At this time there is a large primary vortex [P], 
this vortex has separated from the front wall and has caused the upstream laminar boundary layer to 
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Figure 5.1.2: Frequency spectra plot of the pure wake mode at Re=37000, M=0.6 on the coarse grid 
with a time step of 0.1 
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separate. This boundary layer separation has caused the formation of a new vortex [N] just above 
the cavity lip. This new vortex will 'drop' into the cavity once the primary vortex and its secondary 
vortex [S] have convected downstream. 
Figure 5.1.3(b) shows the primary vortex convecting downstream. It can be noticed that at this time 
the secondary vortex has already started to transfer vorticity to the rest of the structures in the cavity. 
The new vortex starts to drop into the cavity and will begin to grow in size as it feeds off the separated 
boundary layer at the cavity lip (figure 5.1.3(c)). The new vortex has grown in size and the primary 
vortex has convected downstream, the secondary vortex however has all but disappeared with only 
a small influence from it now seen. Figure 5.1.3(d) shows the time when the primary vortex reaches 
the rear wall. As can be seen the vortex is quite large and as such the vortex/wall interaction is quite 
severe. The primary vortex at this point moves out of the cavity. It can be seen that along the bottom 
of the cavity a region of negative vorticity is generated by the remains of the secondary vortex and 
rolls up into the corner of the cavity to create the corner vortex [C]. This process can clearly be seen 
in figures 5.1.3(f)-(h). 
Figure 5.1.3(e) identifies the initial generation of the secondary vortex. As can be seen in the figure 
the new vortex, having grown in size and strength, now begins to generate a vortex of the opposite 
sense in the corner. As the primary vortex continues to grow in size so does the secondary vor- 
tex 5.1.3(f). Once the secondary vortex reaches a certain strength it causes the primary vortex to 
separate from the leading edge 5.1.3(g). With this separation the cycle returns to its original state 
5.1.3(h). 
5.1.2 Parametric Study 
Since experimental data is not available for the low Reynolds number cases a parametric study 
has 
been performed to increase confidence in the obtained results. This study examines the effects of 
time step and grid resolution on the baseline case. 
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Figure 5.1.3: Instantaneous flow field images of vorticity contours with overlayed streamline for the 
Re=37000, M=0.6 coarse grid at a time step of 0.1. 
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Temporal Refinement 
Figure 5.1.4 shows a direct comparison of the pressure traces obtained from each level of temporal 
refinement (dt = 0.1,0.05,0.01) corresponding to 0.244,0.122,0.0244 milliseconds respectively. 
As can be seen from this plot the three traces compare extremely well. The slight offset in each 
case can be attributed to slightly different starting conditions upon entering the unsteady phase of 
the calculation. 
It can be seen in the figure that the 0.1 case has captured the pressure signal as well as the 0.01 case. 
There is an approximate 5Hz frequency shift between the 0.1 and the 0.01 cases. Given that the 
dominant frequency is approximately 125Hz this indicates a less than 5 percent variance. This small 
variance is not considered to be highly significant. 
Further evidence of the temporal convergence can be see in figure 5.1.5. From the frequency plot we 
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Figure 5.1.4: Comparison of three different time steps (0.1,0.05 and 0.01) for the 
Re=37000, M=0.6 
coarse grid. 
can see that the 0.1 time step is sufficient to capture the 
dominant peak in the frequency plot though 
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the harmonics are slightly underpredicted. Figure 5.1.6 shows a comparison of the flow fields for 
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Figure 5.1.5: Comparison of frequency spectra for three different time steps (0.1,0.05 and 0.01) for 
the Re=37000, M=0.6 coarse grid. 
the dt=0.1 and dt=0.01 cases. As can be seen the effect of the refinement has had little or no effect 
on the flow fields. All subsequent calculations at low Reynolds numbers have been run with dt=0. l 
unless stated otherwise. 
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Spatial Refinement 
To examine the effects of the grid density a fine grid composing of twice as many points in the 
x and y directions has been used. The fine grid uses the same stretching function as the coarse 
grid, that is the trend is the same there are simply more points along the curve. A comparison of 
the pressure signal at x/1=0.35 is shown in figure 5.1.7. The effect of the spatial resolution is to 
increase the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations. It can also be noticed that the main frequency 
is slightly lower in the fine case. This corresponds to higher vorticity and a slightly different vortex 
shedding frequency. The slightly different shedding frequency can also be seen in the frequency 
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Figure 5.1.7: Comparison of the pressure traces for the Re=37000, M=0.6 coarse and fine grids. 
spectra plot (Figure 5.1.8). The figure shows that the harmonics of the 
dominant frequency differ, 
more so towards the higher order harmonics. There are also additional 
high frequency harmonics in 
the fine grid solution that do not occur for the coarse grid. These 
harmonics are thought to appear 
as a result of the lower dissipation rate on the finer grid. 
A comparison of the instantaneous flow 
field plots for both the coarse and fine grids highlight this well (Figure 
5.1.9). Figures 5.1.9(a) and 
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Figure 5.1.8: Comparison of the frequency spectra for the Re=37000, M=0.6 coarse and fine grids. 
5.1.9(b) show the coarse grid flow fields while figures 5.1.9(c) and 5.1.9(d) show the fine grid flow 
fields. As can be seen the secondary vortex [S] continues to retain more of its strength in the fine 
grid than on the coarse grid. This is evident as the region of vorticity generated as a result is larger 
and stronger on the fine grid, this is most apparent when comparing figures 5.1.9(b) and 5.1.9(d). 
Thus, while it cannot be said that the coarse grid is completely converged in space the overall quality 
of the flowfield is considered sufficient as it contains the dominant phenomena of the fine grid. 
5.1.3 Blended Flows 
The wake mode has been shown to be somewhat unstable in that a change in parameters can alter 
the mode of oscillation. Also it has been identified that 3-Dimensional effects may 
be important56 
To examine this switch from one mode to another a series of runs where the 
Mach and Reynolds 
numbers were altered was performed (Table 5.1.1). This was done 
in an attempt to understand this 
instability in the wake mode. The nature of the switch was examined to try to understand whether 
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Figure 5.1.9: Effects of spatial resolution on the instantaneous flow field plots of vorticity with 
overlayed streamlines for the Re=37000, M=0.6 coarse and fine grids. 
the flow mode changes gradually or suddenly. The alternative mode has been termed the Blended 
mode although it has also been called the mixed mode56 
As can be seen in Table 5.1.1 there exists a region of Mach and Reynolds numbers in which the 
wake mode is stable. Beyond this region the flow is shown to be other than a pure wake mode. At 
the high Mach and Reynolds numbers end it can be seen that the blended flow exhibits properties of 
both the wake and shear layer modes. 
Reynolds Mach 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
5000 B B B B B B B B 
10000 B B B W B B B B 
15000 B B W W W B B B 
37000 B B W W W W B B 
67000 B B W W W W B B 
75000 B B W W W W B B 
90000 B B W W W W B B 
100000 B B W W W W B B 
Table 5.1.1: Wake mode stability map. 
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Blended to Wake 
This section discusses results corresponding to the portion of the table in the low Mach number 
regime before the wake mode becomes the dominant flow pattern. 
Figure 5.1.10 shows a comparison of the pressure traces for the pure wake mode case (Re=37000 
M=0.6) and two of the blended modes (Re=5000 M=0.4 and Re=37000 M=0.4). As can be seen 
from this figure, the blended mode at Re=37000 M=0.4 case shows evidence of the wake mode 
within its pressure signal. It also shows evidence of a different mode of oscillation, this mode is 
more easily seen in the Re=5000 M=0.4 case. As can be seen from this signal there is a single 
frequency of oscillation for this case as opposed to the two frequencies observable in the pure wake 
mode case. 
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Figure 5.1.1 1: Comparison of sound pressure levels for the Re=5000 and Re=37000, M=0.4 coarse 
grids plus the Re=37000, M=0.6 coarse grid with dt=0.1. 
Examining the sound pressure levels for these three cases (Figure 5.1.1 1) further shows that the 
wake mode has changed. The wake mode and the Re=37000 M=0.4 case compare reasonably well; 
since evidence of the presence of the wake mode in the pressure trace has already been identified 
this would be expected. It can also be seen that the variation of the SPL along the length of the 
cavity is greatest in the Re=5000 case. This again reinforces the observation that this case does not 
oscillate in the wake mode. 
The range of frequencies is better illustrated in figure 5.1.12. The Re=5000 case can be seen to 
possess only a single frequency and the wake mode the harmonic structure already observed. The 
Re=37000, M=0.4 case can be seen to posses some characteristic of both of these signals. On one 
hand the single frequency of the 5000 case has been captured and the first frequency of the wake 
mode is also present. This can be seen from table 5.1.2 where the frequencies of all 3 cases have 
been compared. A second tone can be seen to exist at approximately 80Hz. The source of this tone is 
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currently unknown, however it is thought to be the product of the large vortex that can be seen along 
the floor of the cavity at this location (Figure 5.13(a)). It can also be seen that the signal contains 
some noise between these two frequencies, this would indicate that the flow is in transition fron the 
blended to the wake mode. 
If we examine the instantaneous flow fields for the Re=5000 M=0.4 (Figure 5.1.13) and Re=37000 
. ýýý 
Comparison of frequency spectra 
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Figure 5.1.12: Comparison of the frequency spectra for the Re=5000 and Re=37000, M=0.4 coarse 
grids plus the Re=37000, M=0.6 coarse grid with dt=0.1. 
Case Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 
Re=5k, M=0.4 - - 215 
Re=37k, M=0.4 80 110 215 
Re=37k, M=0.6 - 125 250 
Table 5.1.2: Comparison of frequencies for transition from blended to wake mode 
M=0.4 (Figure 5.1.14) cases we can further see that the 5000 case does not oscillate in the wake 
mode and the 37000 case oscillates between the two modes. Figure 5.1.13 shows the flow cycle for 
the 5000 case. The flow cycle for this case produces many vortices in the cavity. One result of the 
number of vortices is that the shear layer now spans the cavity. Figure 5.1.14 shows that the cycle 
for 
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the Re=37000 M=0.4 case oscillates in a mode that is similar to the 5000 case. This case, however, 
can also be seen to incorporate evidence of the wake mode. Figure 5.1.14(h) for example shows a 
very large vortex in the cavity; this vortex will become larger than the cavity depth and will be shed 
out into the freestream. 
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Figure 5.1.13: Instantaneous flow field images of vorticity with overlayed streamlines 
for the 
Re=5000, M=0.4 coarse grid at dt=0.1. 
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Figure 5.1.14: Instantaneous flow field images of vorticity with overlayed streamlines 
for the 
Re=37000, M=0.4 coarse grid at dt=0.1. 
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Wake to Blended 
This section represents the change in the wake mode as the blended mode becomes the dominant 
flow pattern. 
Two cases from table 5.1.1 have been chosen to identify this change. These cases are for Reynolds 
numbers 37000 and 90000 at Mach 0.9. A comparison of the pressure traces for both of these cases 
plus the Reynolds 37000 Mach 0.6 pure wake mode case is shown in figure 5.1.15. While it is 
difficult to compare pressures at different Mach numbers since the pressure levels will be altered by 
the difference in velocity this is done in order to compare the trends of the three cases. From this it 
can be seen that the general trend of the oscillations is comparable with the pure wake mode case. 
It can be noted however, that the blended cases have additional frequency content at the end of the 
cycle. It can also be seen that the frequency of the cycles has changed slightly. 
The sound pressure level plots for the three cases is shown in figure 5.1.16. As can be seen the 
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Figure 5.1.16: Comparison of the sound pressure levels for the Re=37000 and Re=90000, M=0.9 
coarse grids plus the Re=37000, M=0.6 coarse grid with dt=0.1. 
overall sound pressure level in the blended modes has changed but is still fairly similar to the wake 
mode. The location of the dip in the centre of the cavity has moved downstream, this is due to greater 
stretching of the vortices in the cavity as can be seen in figure 5.1.18(a) and 5.1.19(a). However, 
the trend for the sound pressure levels still compares quite well. This indicates that the wake mode 
still plays a strong role for this flow. As previously mentioned it can be seen, from the pressure 
trace (Figure 5.1.15), that the frequency of the pressure signals has changed. This can be better 
seen in figure 5.1.17. From this plot we can see that instead of a single dominant frequency and its 
associated harmonics we are now getting into a cycle that has several strong tones. Due to the strong 
influence of the wake mode on this case the frequencies of these tones still lie in the range of the 
harmonics. The frequency shift that can be observed in this figure can be attributed to the increase in 
the freestream Mach number. It is thought that as the flow continues to progress 
further away from 
the wake mode the strong tones will begin to shift away 
from the harmonics of the first frequency 
Overall Sound Pressure Level Plot 
," "` 
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and settle into a frequency spectra much more like the shear layer mode (Section 5.2). 
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Figure 5.1.17: Comparison of the frequency spectra for the Re=37000 an d Re=90000, M=0.9 coarse 
grids plus the Re=37000, M=0.6 coarse grid with dt=0.1. 
Figures 5.1.18 and 5.1.19 show the instantaneous flow field plots for the two blended modes. As 
can be seen, the flow cycle is very close to the pure wake mode case. However, as has previously 
been mentioned the vortices have a tendency to stretch more in the direction of flow than in the 
pure wake mode case. This stretching has the effect that at some points in the flow cycle the large 
primary vortex splits into two smaller vortices (Figures 5.1.18(g) and 5.1.19(g)). It is thought that as 
the vortices continue to stretch the split vortices remain in the flow longer as they will have higher 
levels of vorticity and as such will not merge together again quite as easily. The effect of this is 
expected to be that the flow cycle will begin to be more representative of the shear layer mode. Thus 
this flow, while still largely representative of the wake mode is thought to be blended slightly with 
the shear layer mode and as this progresses (at higher Reynolds and Mach numbers) the shear 
layer 
mode emerges further. 
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Figure 5.1.18: Instantaneous flow field images of vorticity with overlayed streamlines for the 
Re=37000, M=0.9 coarse grid at dt=0.1. 
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Figure 5.1.19: Instantaneous flow field images of vorticity with overlayed streamlines for the 
Re=90000, M=0.9 coarse grid at dt=0.1. 
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5.2 High Reynolds Number Results 
In the fully turbulent regime examination of the 2-Dimensional cavity problem was initiated using 
two turbulence models. The turbulence models used were the k-co and the SST models, formulation 
of these models can be found in Chapters 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively. A parametric study has been 
performed in order to ascertain the effect of turbulence model, time step and grid density on the 
results (Table 5.2.2). Also included is an examination of the cavity acoustics, the purpose of which 
is to try and better understand the complex nature of the problem. The conditions for all of the runs 
in this section can be seen in Table 5.2.1. 
Turbulence Model Mach Number Reynolds Number Pseudo Convergence Time Step 
k- o) 0.85 6783000 0.005 Vaned 
SST 0.85 6783000 0.005 Varied 
Table 5.2. l: Conditions for 2D high Reynolds number cases 
5.2.1 k-w Model 
The standard case is considered to be on a coarse grid (approximately 40000 points) with a coarse 
time step (Ot=0.0I ). The comparison between the k-a model on the standard grid and the exper- 
imental data is quite good, details of the experimental setup can be found in Chapter 2.1. Shown 
in figure 5.2.1 is the cross-plot of the SPL for the k-w model. As can be seen the k-m model is 
able to reproduce the experimental results. In this case the experimental results shown are for the 
case with doors at 90 degrees as they should channel the flow to reduce 3-Dimensional effects at 
the sides. The shape of the SPL plot is representative of the dominant frequency in the cavity 
(ie. a 
single mode is dominant). Examination of the frequency plot (Figure 5.2.2) shows that the second 
Grid Total points Points in Points in Points in Total points 
in cavity streamwise direction normal direction spanwise direction in grid 
Coarse 2D 10302 101 51 2 33252 
Fine 2D 
Very Fine 2D 
Coarse 3D 
40602 
161202 
401475 
201 
401 
101 
101 
201 
75 
2 
2 
53 
130492 
516972 
1 1483174 
Table 5.2.2. IN umber of points in computational grids. 
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Figure 5.2.1: Comparison of the sound pressure levels for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity us- 
ing the k-co model on a coarse grid with dt=0.01 against the door on experimental data from 
DERA9.1 0 ,11 ,12 
mode is dominant for most of the cavity length. It can be seen in this plot that the k-w model has 
overpredicted the first mode compared to the experimental data whereas the second mode has been 
captured quite well. 
The comparison of the frequencies from the experimental and computational results against the val- 
ues calculated using Rossiter's formula is shown in Table 5.2.3. The frequencies compare quite well 
against both the experimental results and Rossiter's predictions. 
By examining the band limited SPL for each frequency range, by integrating the frequency spectra 
curve under each individual tone (Figure 5.2.3), we can see that the shape of the second mode 
is 
consistent with the overall SPL. 
Since statistically the standard k-w case has been shown to give a 
decent representation of the over- 
all cavity properties we can investigate the instantaneous results 
from this calculation for a greater 
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Figure 5.2.2: Comparison of the frequency spectra for the Re=6783000, 
M=0.85 cavity using the k- 
w model on a coarse grid with dt=0.01 against the 
door on experimental data from DERA9,10,11,12 . 
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Figure 5.2.3: Band limited sound pressure levels of the first three acoustic peaks for the 
Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the k-w model on a coarse grid with dt=0.01. 
Mode 1 2 3 
k-w 175 411 645 
Exp. 170 380 595 
Rossiter 152 383 614 
Table 5.2.3: Comparison of the modal frequencies for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the k- 
w model on a coarse grid with dt=0.01 against the doors on experimental data from DERA9' Jo, 11,12 
and from the Rossiter equation. 
insight into the flow properties. 
Shown in figure 5.2.4 is a representation of the cavity cycle for the standard case. Instantaneous 
flowfields from various times of the cycle are also presented. The cycle presented here can be shown 
to concur with the cycle from a previous investigation into these flows47. Figure 5.2.4(a) indicates 
the existence of two vortices within the cavity. The secondary vortex [S] is being fed by the shear 
layer and grows in strength. The vertical growth of this vortex is constrained by the shear layer 
and the streamwise growth is constrained by the primary vortex [P]. The primary vortex, however, 
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Figure 5.2.4: Instantaneous flow field plots of pressure contours with overlayed streamlines for the 
Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the k-c) model on a coarse grid with dt=0.01 at various stages in 
the cavity cycle. 
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convects downstream and as such the secondary vortex will move to fill the available space as it 
becomes available. stretching as it grows. 
As the cycle moves on we see that the primary vortex begins to reduce in size and strength (Fig- 
ure 5.2.4(a)-(d)). The vortex, having reached the limit of its convection, begins to lose mass to the 
freestream as it bleeds over the rear wall. As this vortex shrinks the secondary vortex continues to 
expand. As the vortex continues to grow it will begin to absorb vorticity from the primary vortex, 
this absorption plus the loss of mass to the freestream will cause the primary vortex to completely 
disappear (Figures 5.4(c)-e). In figure 5.2.4(d) we see that the primary vortex has become trapped 
in the corner of the cavity and that its size is much reduced due to the loss of mass and vorticity. 
This allows the secondary vortex to stretch to fill most of the cavity. The secondary vortex cannot, 
however, sustain this state as the stretching has distorted the vortex such that it splits in two. When 
the vortex splits it creates a new secondary vortex and the downstream portion becomes the new 
primary vortex (Figure 5.2.4(e)). The new secondary vortex draws strength from the shear layer 
and grows in size (Figure 5.2.4(f)), the primary vortex convects downstream as the secondary vortex 
grows (Figure 5.2.4(t)-(h)) and the cycle returns to its original position. 
5.2.2 k-w Model Parametric Study 
Grid Refinement 
Figure 5.2.5 shows the SPL plots from the grid refinement. Shown are two additional levels of re- 
finement, the fine grid at 140000 points and the very fine grid at 500000 points as summarised in 
table 2.2.2. As can be seen the effect of the grid refinement in the first case (coarse to fine) does not 
affect the overall amplitude of the sound pressure levels, however we can see a shift in the shape 
of the SPL. This shift in the shape of the overall SPL can be attributed to a shift in the dominant 
frequency being modelled by the code. Figure 5.2.3 shows the characteristic shape for each acoustic 
tone, from this it can be seen that the new dominant frequency occurs at the first mode. 
The second level of refinement, fine to very fine grid, (Figure 5.2.5) does not alter the dominant 
frequency in the cavity, however it can be seen that the overall predicted sound levels have been 
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Figure 5.2.5: Comparison of the sound pressure levels for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using 
the k-co model with dt=0.01 on coarse, fine and very fine grids. 
much reduced. This drop in the overall sound levels is desirable as the computational signal does 
not include broadband noise levels and as such should underpredict the experimental signal. Thus it 
can be said that the k-w model is grid sensitive and is not converged spatially. 
Further evidence of the shift in the dominant frequency for the spatial refinement can be seen in fig- 
ure 5.2.6. We can see that for the experimental data the second tone is by far the strongest whereas 
for the fine and very fine grid the strongest tone is the first. For the fine and very fine grids the 
second frequency appears but is very weak. In the coarse grid there is occasionally evidence of a 
third frequency, this however is absent in the fine and very fine grids, where all of the energy has 
been transfered to the lower frequencies. The reason for this shift in the dominant frequency is due 
to a problem relating to the separation of scales. That is, the scales being resolved by the grid and 
modelled by the turbulence model are too close together. Thus as the grid is refined the scales being 
resolved overlap the scales being modelled and a double counting of energy occurs. This double 
, 
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Figure 5.2.6: Comparison of the frequency spectra for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the 
k-w model with dt=0.01 on coarse, fine and very fine grids. 
counting results in the energy in the system being incorrectly computed and a shift 
in the dominant 
frequency results. On the fine and very fine smaller scales are directly resolved compared to the 
coarse grid, these large scales (low frequency) are then modelled 
by the k-w model and as such are 
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counted twice. This causes a shift in the dominant mode to the lower frequency and as such produces 
erroneous results. 
There is a second situation in which the k-m model has been shown to alter the dominant frequency. 
Due to the dependence on the value of y+, if the initial wall spacing is too small the modelled 
eddy viscosity is such that all of the turbulent energy injected in to the flow occurs at the lower 
frequencies. Indeed it has been shown57 that turbulence models using a wall function of this sort are 
generally unsuitable for unsteady problems. 
The coarse grid captures the second tone quite well, however the first tone is overpredicted. This 
will cause the shape of the SPL curve, which has been shown to vary with the dominant frequency to 
have a slightly different shape and amplitude when compared to the experimental data (Figure 5.2.5). 
Shown in Figure 5.2.7 are instantaneous flow field plots for both the fine and very fine grids. It 
has been noted that the refinement from the coarse to the fine grid changes the dominant frequency 
of the flow (Figure 5.2.6). The change in the flow field due to the refinement is therefore linked to 
the change in the dominant frequency. The cavity cycle for the fine grid is different to the coarse 
case but the difference is subtle. The flow on the fine grid is generally characterised by a single large 
vortex spanning the cavity (Figure 5.2.7(b)). There are points in the cycle where the two vortices 
that dominate the coarse grid flow can be seen (Figure 5.2.7(a)), however, they tend to be very short 
lived and as such the single vortex dominates the fine grid flow field. 
With further refinement we find that the dominant frequency in the cavity no longer changes 
but 
the amplitude reduces by an order of magnitude. Figure 5.2.7 shows the field plots 
for this case. It 
can be seen that the vortex cycle is unchanged from the fine case. What can 
be seen, however, is that 
the shear layer deflection is no longer present. Also noticeable is the lack of any pressure waves. 
It 
has been noted that these acoustic waves feed energy back into the shear 
layer (Chapter I ), without 
these acoustic waves the feedback mechanism is much weaker and 
hence the drop in amplitude. 
From this is can be surmised that the first cavity mode coincides with the single vortex 
dominat- 
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ing the cavity, since at times in the coarse cycle there is a single large vortex in the cavity this could 
account for the presence of the first tone in the coarse grid. 
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Figure 5.2.7: Effect of spatial refinement on the instantaneous flow field plots of pressure contours 
with overlayed streamlines for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the k-w model with dt=0.01. 
Temporal Refinement 
Having examined the effect of spatial resolution on the k-co model a similar study on the effect of 
temporal refinement has been performed. A fine time step (0.001) has been compared against the 
base time step (0.01) and the results are shown here. For the temporal refinement the coarse level 
grid was chosen as the fine and very fine grids have been shown to poorly model this case. 
It can be seen, in Figure 5.2.8, that the effect of the temporal refinement on this grid was to improve 
the predicted SPL's. It can be seen that the fine time step provides a better approximation of the 
experimental result. 
This can be further observed in the frequency spectra plot (Figure 5.2.9). From this figure it can 
be seen that the amplitude of the first tone reduces and that the second tone increases slightly, 
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thus the overall energy in the system remains almost the same but the dominant frequency is better 
predicted. Thus, it can be said, the standard calculation for the k-co model is not fully converged in 
time. Examination of the instantaneous flow fields (Figures 5.2.10) indicates that the effect of the 
temporal refinement is minimal despite the coarse time being slightly under refined in time. There 
appears to be a slight difference in the pressure waves generated using the different time levels. If 
the second tone is related to the pressure waves this would explain the better prediction of the second 
tone. 
Cavity Acoustics 
This section examines some of the cavity acoustics phenomena. Plots of the cavity external pressure 
wave properties, such as SPL and frequency spectra, are provided to try and better understand the 
acoustic scattering. Plots of the instantaneous acoustic pressure fields are provided to give a better 
understanding of the generating mechanism and the source of the acoustic frequency content. All of 
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these results are taken from the time refined case as it has been shown to give better agreement with 
the experimental data. 
The external acoustic RMS pressures can be seen in figure 5.2.11. It should be noted that the values 
of y/1 for this figure are the distances in a straight line from the cavity rear lip, which is assumed to 
be the source of the acoustic wave, to the point on the grid where the value was calculated. Also 
plotted are the trend curves for 1 /R and 1 /R2 curves. These curves represent the acoustic spreading 
rates for a monopole and dipole source respectively. It should also be noted that these curves are 
purely to examine the trend of the acoustic wave and are not best fit curves. From this we can see 
that the trend of the computed values follows quite well the l/R curve. The 1/R curve assumes that 
the acoustic strength drops off as the inverse of the distance, in a straight line, 
from the source. The 
computed results fail to follow the curve well after about y/1=1.4 but this may 
be due to the grid 
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Figure 5.2.11: RMS pressure of the external acoustic wave taken at x=-0.1 and compared against 
1/R and 1/R2 curves for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the k-co model on the coarse grid 
with dt=0.001. 
in this region being very coarse. A finer grid should produce a better match to the curve, however 
since the fine grid changes the acoustic properties of the cavity for the k-w model case this cannot 
be verified. As will be shown this 1/R comparison is a consistent result. Thus it is possible that 
the acoustics generated from the cavity could be modelled by a monopole source58, it is expected 
however that the strength of the acoustic source may be difficult to model due to the presence of 
multiple frequencies. Figure 5.2.12 shows the frequency spectra for the external acoustic wave. As 
can be clearly seen there are two strong peaks corresponding to the first and second Rossiter modes. 
Since the fine and very fine grids have shown the first mode to correspond to a single vortex cycle 
with no strong pressure waves, it can be surmised that the acoustic wave corresponds to a strong sec- 
ond mode, a previous study has also come to this conclusion47. This would 
indicate that the second 
mode inside the cavity is a result of, or linked to, the two vortex cycle. It can also 
be surmised that 
the cavity internal acoustic wave will have a similar frequency spectra since 
both the internal and 
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Figure 5.2.12: Frequency content of the external acoustic wave taken at x=-0.1 for the Re=6783000, 
M=0.85 cavity using the k-w model on the coarse grid with dt=0.001. 
external waves will be generated from the same sources. As the internal and external waves should 
be almost identical (being generated from the same source). As can be seen in the last few plots 
of figure 5.2.12 the second mode loses its strength very quickly, this is believed to be the result of 
the numerical dissipation outside the cavity where the grid coarsens rapidly. In the case of the SST 
model, as will be seen, the second mode retains its dominance. Since it has been shown that the fine 
time grid better reproduces the frequency content in the cavity the following plots are taken 
from 
500 1000 
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this calculation. Presented are the acoustic pressures calculated from the instantaneous flow field 
(Figure 5.2.13). 
As can be seen in these images, the acoustic wave that propagates upstream forms in three separate 
locations and merge together. The first of the three sources is at the cavity trailing edge, as would 
be expected. This source is a result of the shear layer impact in this region, also the mass ejec- 
tion/ingestion process that results from the shear layer deflection plays a role in the generation of 
this wave front (Figure 5.2.13(a)). 
The second source can be seen to exist between the vortices in the cavity, this source is generated by 
a vortex-vortex interaction. It can be seen that the generated wave front merges with the wave front 
emitted from the trailing edge (Figure 5.2.13(b)). 
The third source can be seen at the leading edge of the cavity. The origin of this wave is more 
difficult to identify, however it is believed that the formation of a new vortex in this region plays a 
large role (Figure 5.2.13(d)-(e)). It is thought that an internal, upstream travelling, acoustic wave 
upon reaching this point in the cavity generates this vortex47 and feeds energy into the shear layer 
upon reaching the upstream wall. It could be that the formation of this vortex plus the impact of the 
internal wave on the wall generates the strong acoustic pulse that merges with the other two waves. 
As can be seen in figure 5.2.13(e) all three sources have merged together into a single acoustic wave 
front which propagates upstream. The frequency of the generation of each of these sources has been 
estimated through observation of the field plots and can be shown to match closely the dominant 
frequency (the second Rossiter mode) of the cavity. Unfortunately due to the complexity of the 
internal flow field of the cavity it is difficult to identify the existence of any acoustic waves or reflec- 
tions. Given that the dominant frequency both inside and external to the cavity is the same it can be 
surmised that such internal waves could exist. 
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5.2.3 SST Baseline Model 
For the SST model the same grid file as for the k-co model was used as the standard case. As can be 
seen in figure 5.2.14 the SST model gives a good representation of the overall SPL when compared 
against the experimental results. Again it can be shown that a Fourier transform of both the experi- 
mental signal and the computational signal compare well (Figure 5.2.15). The slight overprediction 
shown in the SPL plot can also be seen in the frequency spectra plot. 
Examination of the band limited tones for the SST model are shown in figure 5.2.16, again it can be 
seen that the second tone, which is dominant for this case, produces the 'w' shape. 
Table 5.2.4 shows the comparison of the frequency at which each of the tones occur for the experi- 
mental and computational results along with the Rossiter tones. It can be seen that the SST model 
captures the frequencies reasonably well. 
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Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the SST baseline model on a coarse grid with dt=0.01. 
Examination of the cavity cycle for the SST model (Figure 5.2.17) shows slight differences com- 
Mode 1 2 3 
SST 170 420 600 
Exp. 170 380 595 
Rossiter 152 383 614 
Table 5.2.4: Comparison of the modal frequencies for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the 
SST baseline model on a coarse grid with dt=0.01 against the doors on experimental data from 
DERA9" 10,11,12 and from the Rossiter equation. 
pared with the k-co model. In the SST solution there is a corner vortex at the leading edge that does 
not appear in the k-co results. 
The cavity cycle for the SST model is as follows. Figure 5.17(a) is considered to be the beginning of 
the cycle, when there are three vortices with the primary and secondary vortices being similar to the 
k-cep model case. The wall vortex that can be seen in this figure remains throughout the cycle. 
Figure 
5.17(b) shows the next step in the cycle and from this it can be seen that the secondary vortex 
has 
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grown in size and has begun to convect downstream. The primary vortex at this point is expelling 
mass out into the freestream and so weakening. 
As the cycle continues it can be seen that the secondary vortex has begun to stretch (Figure 5.17(c)), 
this can be further seen in figure 5.17(d). Also it can be seen that the primary vortex has been further 
reduced in size. 
In Figures 5.17(e) and 5.17(f) the beginning of a new vortex can be seen as the large single vortex 
splits. This vortex forms the new secondary vortex as the old secondary vortex replaces the primary 
vortex. At this point the primary vortex begins to bleed mass out into the freestream and reduce in 
size. As this happens the secondary vortex draws strength from the shear layer and grows in size 
(Figure 5.2.17(g) and 5.2.17(h)) until the cycle repeats. 
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Figure 5.2.17: Instantaneous flow field plots of pressure contours with overlayed streamlines for the 
Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the SST baseline model on a coarse grid with dt=0.01 at various 
stages in the cavity cycle. 
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5.2.4 SST Model Parametric Study 
Grid Refinement 
Figure 5.2.18 shows the results from a grid refinement study. Three levels of grids have been used, 
these grids are the same as for the k-w model grid refinement study (Section 5.2.2). As can be seen 
from this figure the effect of the first level of refinement is to increase the amplitude of the SPL's, 
however unlike the k-w model the shape has been maintained. When the grid is refined a second 
time, however, the effect is more pronounced. The very fine grid can be seen to have increased 
the amplitude further and to have adopted a different shape. This indicates a shift in the dominant 
frequency which can be seen in figure 5.2.19. The coarse and fine grids can be seen to reproduce the 
experimental data quite well, the amplitudes are overpredicted on the fine grid but the frequencies 
are maintained. On the fine grid the main peak greatly overpredicts the measured amplitude and all 
subsequent peaks appear to be harmonics of this first, dominant tone. 
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Figure 5.2.18: Comparison of the sound pressure levels for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using 
the SST baseline model with dt=0.01 on coarse, fine and very fine grids. 
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Figure 5.2.19: Comparison of the frequency spectra for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the 
SST baseline model with dt=0.01 on coarse, fine and very fine grids. 
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Figure 5.2.20: Effect of spatial refinement on the instantaneous flow field plots of pressure contours 
with overlayed streamlines for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the SST baseline model with 
dt=0.01. 
If we examine the instantaneous flow plots for the fine and very fine grids we can see that the very 
fine grid has represented the system poorly (Figure 5.2.20). The fine grid results are quite similar to 
the coarse grid results, the main difference being the wall vortex, in the fine grid this vortex plays 
more of a role. It can be seen that the wall vortex has 'shifted' the cavity cycle further along the cav- 
ity length due to its increased strength. In the fine grid it is believed that as the strength of this wall 
vortex increases again it becomes strong enough to cause the boundary layer just upstream of the 
cavity to separate. This being the case the flow becomes a vortex shedding cycle rather than a shear 
layer driven cycle. This can be seen in the very fine grid plots (Figures 5.2.20(c) and 5.2.20(d)). 
The reason for the increased strength of this vortex in the fine and very fine cases is thought to be 
due to two influences. First is the reduced numerical dissipation of the finer grids, meaning that the 
vortex strength does not reduce as readily as in the coarse grid and so a larger, stronger vortex can be 
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produced. Secondly as the cell size becomes smaller the grid begins to resolve some of the levels of 
turbulence the SST model is already modelling. So more energy is filtered into the cavity as a result, 
increasing the pressure levels (which can be seen in the SPL plots). Another effect of this increase 
in the energy filtered into the cavity is to increase the size of the vortex and eventually to cause the 
shear layer mode to switch to the wake mode. 
Temporal Refinement 
As with the k-co model a study of the effects of temporal refinement has been preformed. Again 
two time steps were selected at 0.01 and 0.001 respectively. The coarse grid was again used as it 
reproduced the experimental results quite well. 
Figure 5.2.21 shows the effect that refining the time has had on the results of the SST model. As 
can be seen, aside from a slight increase in the amplitude in the centre of the cavity and towards the 
walls, the overall effect is not great. The frequency domain plot (figure 5.2.22) shows the effect of 
the temporal refinement on the captured fi-equencies. One effect of the temporal refinement is in the 
reduction of the amplitude of the first mode and the amplification of the second mode. However, as 
can be seen, the effect on the frequencies themselves is minimal, that is the peaks occur at the same 
frequencies. Since the effect of the temporal refinement is so small it can be said that the standard 
SST grid is time converged. This is an improvement over the k-w model since it was not as well 
converged in time with the standard time step. 
Figure 5.2.23 shows field plots for both the coarse and fine time step. As shown in the previous plots 
the effect of refining the time step is to increase slightly the amplitude of the second mode. The 
field plots show that the external pressure waves for the fine time step are slightly stronger. This 
reinforces the idea that the pressure waves are related to the second mode, as will be shown in the 
acoustics section. 
Cavity Acoustics 
The RMS pressure of the external, upstream travelling, acoustic wave is shown in figure 5.2.24. It 
should be noted that the y-axis represents the distance, in a straight line, from the cavity rear 
lip 
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Figure 5.2.21: Comparison of the sound pressure levels for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using 
the SST baseline model on the coarse grid for coarse and fine times (dt=0.01 and dt=0.001). 
(x/1=1). Since the rear cavity lip is generally thought of as being the source of the acoustic waves 
examination of the effect of the distance from this source was thought to be worthwhile. As can 
be seen in the plot the SST grid follows well the 1/R curve. This would be consistent if the source 
of the wave could be modelled as a monopole source. Had the curve followed the 1 /R2 curve a 
dipole source would have been assumed. This results has also been observed for the k-w model. 
The k-co model can be seen to follow the trend of the 1/R curve slightly better on the same grid. The 
difference in the results is due to the k-E model being used in the farfield in the SST formulation. 
The results are still quite good and this bolsters confidence in this results. 
Examination of the frequency content of the external acoustic wave can be seen in figure 5.2.2. 
As can be seen the second mode dominates the wave, again this result agrees with the k-co model. 
However, again the SST model and the k-co model differ in the farfield, the k-w model dominance 
shifts to the first mode whereas the SST model retains the second mode as dominant. 
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Figure 5.2.22: Comparison of the frequency spectra for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the 
SST baseline model on the coarse grid for coarse and fine times (dt=0.01 and 
dt=0.001). 
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Figure 5.2.24: RMS pressure of the external acoustic wave taken at x=-0.1 and compared against 1 /R 
and I /R2 curves for the Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the SST baseline model on the coarse 
grid with dt=0.001. 
As for the k-co model the fine time step has been used in the generation of the field plots of acoustic 
pressure. Figure 5.2.26 shows the acoustic pressure plots taken at the same locations in the cavity 
cycle as for the standard description. 
Again it can be seen that the upstream propagating acoustic wave is generated in three locations 
and merges into a single wave. The trailing edge, again, is the first of the three locations. This can 
be seen in figure 5.2.26(b). As for the k-w model it is believed that the generating mechanism for 
this wave is the shear layer impact in this region and the mass ejection/ingestion process that results 
from the shear layer deflection. 
The second source is once again the vortex-vortex interaction (Figure 5.2.26(f)). The wave generated 
from this interaction merges with the wave from the first source and propagates upstream. 
Figure 5.2.26(h) shows the third source location, in this case the cavity leading edge. 
The source 
of this wave is believed to be the same as for the k-cep model, however there 
is a slight modification 
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due to the wall corner vortex. It is thought that an internal, upstream travelling, acoustic wave upon 
reaching this point in the cavity47 creates the new vortex that continues the cavity cycle. This wave 
plus the vortex creation is thought to be the source of the third acoustic wave, however the presence 
of the corner vortex modifies this slightly. It can be seen that this vortex expands and contracts as 
the cycle progresses. 
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Figure 5.2.25: Frequency content of the external acoustic wave taken at x=-0.1 for the Re=6783000, 
M=0.85 cavity using the SST baseline model on the coarse grid with dt=0.001. 
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CHAPTER S. 2D RESULTS 
The main conclusions that can be drawn from this chapter are summarised below. The ýkake mode 
has been examined in detail and the Reynolds and Mach number varied to allow a study of the 
effect of changing flight conditions to be examined. The flow cycle for the pure wake mode has 
been identified and described. It has been found that this mode of oscillations is a vortex shedding 
phenomena. 
The effects of time step and grid resolution on the wake mode has been examined. It has been shown 
that the effect of temporal refinement beyond the base time step of 0.1 has very little effect. The 
result of the spatial resolution was shown to have more of an effect. The amplitude of the oscillation 
was shown to increase and the vortex dissipation was shown to reduce due to the lower numerical 
dissipation on the finer grids. 
As the Mach and Reynolds numbers were altered it was observed that a stable region emerged 
in which the wake mode did not change. This stable region is shown to be between Mach numbers 
0.5-0.8, this is in agreement with Rowley 56. Further, it has been identified that it is stable above 
Reynolds number 37000 until well within Reynolds numbers that would require turbulence to be 
resolved. 
Outside of this stable region a blended flow has been identified that exhibits qualities of both the 
wake and shear-layer modes of oscillation. These flows have been examined and described. 
The shear layer mode has been examined in 2D using two turbulence models, namely the k-w model 
by Wilcox 53,54 and the SST model by Menter55 
It has been shown that on a coarse grid both turbulence models can reproduce the experimental re- 
suits from DERA9" 10,11.12 quite well. On finer grids the k-w model fails to predict the results as 
well. This is due to a double counting of the turbulent scales that occurs on the 
finer grids. The SST 
model has been shown to predict the results better than the k-co model on 
fine grids but again has a 
similar problem on very fine grids. For both of the turbulence models on the coarse grids the 
flok\ 
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cycle has been described and both models compare well against each other giving further confidence 
in the predicted flow patterns. 
An examination of the cavity acoustics has been performed for both the k-w and SST models and 
the results agree quite well. It has been shown that the pressure waves emitted by the cavity are 
dominated by the second mode. Also, these external waves exhibit properties that would suggest a 
monopole source could be used to adequately model them. The external wave, while initially created 
at the rear wall of the cavity, has further energy imparted into it for two other locations, the interac- 
tion between the two vortices being the first and the generation of a new vortex at the upstream wall 
being the second. 
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Chapter 6 
3D Results 
This chapter expands on the 2-Dimensional work presented in chapter 5. Low Reynolds number 
calculations are presented in order to ascertain whether 3-Dimensionality is important on the wake 
mode(Chapter 5.1). The geometry used for these calculations is the clean cavity configuration as 
described in Chapter2. The cavity has a length to depth ratio of 5 and a width to depth ratio of 1. 
High Reynolds number calculations have been performed using the SST model as it has been shown 
to capture the shear layer mode better than the k-w model. These calculations were performed to 
expand the 2-Dimensional shear layer mode into a more realistic configuration. The geometry used 
is the same as for the low Reynolds number calculations and has been performed with both the clean 
and doors on configurations. The doors have been modelled as infinitely thin flat plates. Both cases 
have been comparison against the DERA experiments 9,10,11,12 
6.1 Low Reynolds Number Results 
In this section results from a low Reynolds number 3D study are presented. Two cases have been 
chosen, with Reynolds numbers of 5000 and 37000 respectively. The Mach number was kept con- 
stant at 0.6. 
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6.1.1 Reynolds 5000, Mach 0.6 
This case has been chosen to identify, when compared with the other case, the effects of Reynolds 
number on the 3-Dimensionality of the cavity flow. While it will be shown that the other two cases 
were unsteady it was found that at this very low Reynolds number the flow is steady. A pressure 
trace along the floor of the cavity (Location y/1=-0.2 z/1=0.1) can be seen in figure 6.1.1. From this it 
can be seen that after the initial instabilities have been damped out the flow becomes steady. Figure 
6.1.2 shows the mean pressure (also the instantaneous pressure as signal is steady) overlayed onto 
streamlines. As can be seen in this figure the solution is symmetric. There is a single large vortex 
that recirculates the flow inside the cavity. It can also be seen that the shear layer spans the cavity, 
this is consistent with the shear layer mode and not the wake mode. However in the shear layer 
mode the shear layer is seen to oscillate, whereas in this case the shear layer remains 'flat'. 
Given that the flow is steady, symmetric and the vortex recirculates the flow in the cavity a closer 
look at the properties of the vortex was taken. Figure 6.1.3 shows the isolated streamlines at the cen- 
tre of this vortex. As can be seen from this image the axial flow of the vortex approaches the centre 
from both directions. Since the dual axial flows have to come together at the centre of the vortex the 
axial component of the velocity along the streamlines was isolated and plotted. Figure 6.1.4 shows 
the isolated axial velocity. As can be seen from this the axial component of the flow goes to zero in 
the vortex centre. This would indicate that as the two axial flows come together the velocity drops 
to zero and the fluid is then circulated out into the main vortex in the xy plane (u and v velocity 
components). Also from this plot we can see that the axial velocity of the vortex at the side walls 
approaches zero, this is expected since at the wall there is little or no fluid to feed into the vortex core. 
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Figure 6.1.1: Pressure traces along the cavity floor at the cavity mid span for the Re=5000, M=0.6 
3D coarse grid with dt=0.1. 
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Figure 6.1.3: Visualisation of the streamlines in the vortex core for the Re=5000, M=0.6 3D coarse 
grid with dt=0.1. 
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6.1.2 Reynolds 37000 Mach 0.6 
It has been theorised that the effect of 3-Dimensionality on the pure wake mode case (in 2D) is to 
trip a transition away from the wake mode to another mode of oscillation2I 56. In Chapter 5.1 it 
has been observed that the corresponding 2-Dimensional case at this Reynolds and Mach number 
represents the pure wake mode. Thus, this case can be compared with the 2D results to investigate 
the effect of 3-Dimensionality on the wake mode. 
A comparison of the pressure traces from both the 2D and 3D simulations are shown in figure 
6.1.5. As can be seen the amplitude on the 3D grid is much lower than for the pure wake mode case 
in 2D. 
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Figure 6.1.6: Comparison of the sound pressure levels for the 2- and 3-Dimensional coarse grids for 
the Re=37000, M=0.6 case with dt=0.1. 
Figure 6.1.6 shows a comparison of the sound pressure levels for the 2D and 3D grids with much 
lower levels in the 3D case. The 3D component has been extracted from the cavity centreline for 
all comparisons between the 2D and 3D grids. The overall trend for the 3D case is an increase in 
the sound level towards the rear of the cavity whereas for the 2D case the trend is a reduction in the 
sound levels in the centre of the cavity. Figure 6.1.7 shows the frequency content on the 3D grid. 
It can be seen that the frequency content is quite different compared to the 2D case where there 
is a dominant frequency and its harmonics. The 3D signal contains a great deal more noise than 
is present in the pure wake mode. From these observations it can be seen that the effect of the 3- 
Dimensionality is to alter the wake mode and spread the acoustic energy. Comparing the 2D (Figure 
6.1.8) and 3D (Figure 6.1.9) instantaneous field plots we can see that the 3D flow cycle along the 
cavity centreline does not match the wake mode. It can be seen that in the 3D results the ca% 
ity is 
spanned by a shear layer whereas this is not the case in the 2D results. This indicates that the effect 
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of the 3-Dimensionality is to cause the wake mode to disappear and another mode of oscillation 
to appear. The main difference between the 2D and 3D cases is that in the 3D case the flow has a 
z-direction component that needs to stop at the side walls. The 2D case on the other hand uses zero 
flux boundary conditions and has no spanwise component. The 3D results resemble the shear layer 
mode in some respects other than the shear layer spanning the cavity. Figure 6.1.9(d) shows that 
a two vortex cycle emerges at points during the cycle. This two vortex cycle resembles the shear 
layer mode. The shear layer can be seen to deflect (Figure 6.1.9(f)) indicating that vortices grow to 
a larger size than might be expected from the shear layer mode. This may be because some of the 
effects of the wake mode are still present. 
From figure 6.1.10 instantaneous streamlines overlayed with pressure contours can be seen. The 
flow field for this case is extremely complicated. Due to the low Reynolds number laminar flow it 
is quite easy for vortices to be created and as a result the cavity contains a large range of scales. 
Examination of the larger vortices shows an interesting flow cycle which is quite similar to that of 
shear layer mode. 
In figure 6.1.10(a) a single large vortex can be seen at the downstream cavity wall, similar to the 
primary vortex from the shear layer mode (Chapter 5.2). This vortex convects downstream and 
deforms as it does so due to the influence of the wall. Figure 6.1.10(b) shows the creation of a 
small vortex at the upstream wall which convect downstream after the primary vortex, much as 
the secondary vortex from the shear layer mode cycle does. In figures 6.1.10(c) and 6.1.10(d) the 
secondary and primary vortices can be seen to begin interacting with each other. In the shear 
layer 
mode cycle at this point the secondary vortex would begin to absorb the primary vortex, this can 
be 
seen for this case also (Figure 6.1.10(e)). Now the newly created primary vortex, 
formed from the 
previous two vortices as they merged, begins to convect towards the 
downstream wall and the cycle 
begins again (Figures 6.1.10(f)-6.1.10(h)). 
Figure 6.1.11 shows the instantaneous acoustic pressures at the same time frames as 
in the previous 
figure. It can be seen that the cavity generates a number of acoustic waves 
from the rear of the cavity. 
These waves can be seen to propagate upstream and are generally spherical 
in shape. However, there 
are asymmetries in these waves due to the asymmetric nature of the cavity 
flow. 
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Figure 6.1.8: Instantaneous flow field plots for the for the 2D Re=37000, 
M=0.6 coarse grid with 
dt=0.1 at different stages in the cavity cycle. 
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Figure 6.1.10: Flow visualisation of the pressure contours overlayed onto stream-ribbons inside the 
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6.2 High Reynolds Number Results 
6.2.1 Reynolds 6783000 Mach 0.85 
Clean Cavity 
This section deals with the clean cavity case, that is, the cavity without doors or stores as described 
in Chapter 2.1. It should be noted that the turbulence model used for both this and the doors on case 
is the SST model as it has been shown in Chapter 5.2 to provide more consistent results than the k-co 
model. 
The overall sound pressure levels are shown in figures 6.2.1. The results from URANS and LES 
simulations are plotted against experimental values. As can be seen the URANS does not predict 
the levels well. Although the employed grid is coarse for LES simulations it can be seen that it has 
modelled the case quite well. This is due to LES simulating a lot of the smaller scales directly rather 
than relying on a turbulence model. A better agreement would be expected from a better more fully 
resolved grid, however, this would prove to be very expensive in terms of CPU time. 
The conditions of the LES and URANS runs can be seen in table 6.2.1, the classical Smagorinisky 
sub grid scale model has been used for the LES calculation. As can be seen the Reynolds num- 
ber for the LES case is significantly less than for the URANS case, this is in order to reduce the 
computational cost of the LES calculation. A serious of calculations were performed in 2D using 
the URANS code to determine the lowest Reynolds number that could be used and still retain the 
majority of the cavity cycle as possible. It was found that a Reynolds number of one million was 
sufficient and so this was used for the LES calculations. 
Figure 6.2.2 shows the frequency spectra for the URANS, LES and experimental data. The URANS 
Case Mach No. Reynolds No. Time Step Grid density 
URANS 
LES 
0.85 
0.85 
6783000 
1000000 
0.01 
0.01 
1.5 Million pts. 
1 Million pts. 
Table 6.2.1: Conditions for the clean LES and URANS computations 
appears to resolve the third mode quite ýv ell, however it 
does not capture the first or second mode 
particularly well. 
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Figure 6.2.1: Comparison of the sound pressure levels for the LES and URANS calculations (Table 
6.2.1) against the clean experimental data from DERA9" 10.11,1'. 
While it is difficult to make out exactly what is going on with the LES results due to the amount of 
background noise some comparisons can be drawn. Firstly while the frequencies can be seen to be 
shifted away from the experimental values the amplitudes have been captured quite well. Towards 
the rear of the cavity it can be seen that the background noise levels increase beyond the levels of 
the tones. It is thought that this is due to the grid being under refined and that a better constructed 
grid would provide a better comparison. 
To examine the effects of 3-Dimensionality on this case surface plots of the sound pressure level over 
the cavity floor are presented (Figures 6.2.3(a) and 6.2.3(b)). The 3-Dimensionality in the URANS 
case can be seen to be more significant than the LES, the LES case being almost perfectly symmetric 
and the URANS case being quite asymmetric. Since it is expected that the case would 
be symmetric 
in the mean this seems to agree with the conclusions that LES is again the 
better choice for these 
calculations. 
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Figure 6.2.2: Comparison of frequency spectra for the LES and URANS calculations (Table 
6.2.1) 
against the clean experimental data from DERA9" 
10. II. 12. 
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Figure 6.2.4 shows the acoustic scattering of the external pressure wave. Plotted on this figure is the 
PRMs at two locations upstream of the cavity, x/l=0 and x/l=-0. I respectively. The location (y/1) axis 
has been calculated as the distance from the trailing edge to the point in question. This is to deter- 
mine the nature of the acoustic scattering assuming the source is at the trailing edge. Also plotted on 
the figure are two curves, one for I/R and one for I /R2, to identify the trend in the scattering curves. 
As can be seen the computation follows the 1/R curve quite well, indicating a monopole source 
at the downstream cavity corner. This means that it is possible to perform a simple calculation to 
determine the intensity of the sound waves at any point external to the cavity, including outside the 
computational domain using a simple monopole based analogy. 
The instantaneous flow field plots for this case are shown in figure 6.2.5. These plots are slices 
through the flow taken along the cavity centreline. As can be seen in these plots the flow cycle has 
some similarities to the 2D shear layer mode (Chapter 5.2). It can be seen that there is a single large 
vortex throughout the cavity cycle for this case, this vortex can be seen to expand to fill the cavity 
and then to contract. As it reaches its minimum size, room is created for another vortex to form at 
the upstream wall. This new vortex begins to convect downstream and is absorbed into the large 
vortex causing it to expand again. 
Figure 6.2.6 shows the 3D streamlines at the same times. As can be seen the effects of 3-Dimensionality 
for this case are quite severe. A large vertically aligned vortex can be seen at the upstream wall, the 
effect of this vortex is believed to cause the expansion and contraction of the primary vortex at the 
downstream wall. As the vertically aligned vortex grows in size it causes the primary vortex to 
shrink, through mass ejection into the freestream (Figure 6.2.6(h)). Figure 6.2.6(b) shows that at 
certain points in the flow the single vortex cycle becomes a two vortex cycle, this 
is similar to the 
2D cycle (Chapter 5.2). This would seem to indicate that the baseline SST model results 
have a 
tendency towards capturing the second Rossiter mode. This may be because the second mode 
fre- 
quency is at the highest frequency that the model is able to model well 
due to the model being too 
dissipative and hence has trouble capturing the higher frequencies properly as a result. 
Since the 
dominant frequency for this case was the third Rossiter mode (Figure 6.2.2) , 
it is thought that this 
mode represents the effects of the shear layer oscillations 
in the xz plane (bending mode) and since 
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Figure 6.2.4: RMS pressure of the external acoustic wave taken at x=0 and x=-0.1 along the cavity 
mid-span and plotted against 1/R and 1 /R2 curves for the URANS clean cavity. 
the 3-Dimensional effects have been shown to be quite extreme this would explain the third mode 
dominating. 
The instantaneous flow field plots of the acoustic pressure are shown in figure 6.2.7, again these 
images are taken at the same time frames as for the previous plots. It can be seen that the plots are 
asymmetric, however, it is possible to see that the pressure wave being emitted at the cavity rear 
is 
largely spherical (Figure 6.2.7(e)). This spherical wave is consistent with a monopole source 
in the 
farfield. This agrees well with the acoustic scattering trend previously identified (Figure 
6.2.4). 
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Figure 6.2.5: Instantaneous flow field plots of the pressure contours overlaid with streamlines for 
the 3D URANS clean cavity taken along the cavity mid-span. 
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Figure 6.2.6: Flow visualisation of the pressure contours overlayed onto stream-ribbons 
inside the 
3D cavity for the URANS calculation. 
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Figure 6.2.7: Instantaneous flow field plots of the acoustic pressures contours external to the 
3D 
cavity for the URANS calculation. 
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Cavity With Doors at 90 Degrees 
This section describes the results obtained when the 3D cavity case was run with doors attached at 
an angle of 90 degrees. Given that the thickness of the doors on the experimental model is small 
compared with the cavity width (Chapter 2.1) flat plates have been used in the computation as it was 
thought the effect of the doors would be to increase the relative depth of the cavity rather than to 
provide an obstacle in the flow. Thus the doors are modelled as having no thickness and as such the 
flow around the doors has not been modelled. 
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Figure 6.2.8: Comparison of the sound pressure levels for the LES and URANS calculations 
(Table 
6.2.1) in the doors on configuration against the experimental data from DERA9,10,11,12 
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The sound pressure level plot for the 3D case with doors attached is shown in figure 6.2.8. Also show 
is the SST coarse 2D grid from Chapter 5.2 and the experimental data provided by DERA9-10. i i. iz 
As can be seen from this plot the 3D calculation has predicted the overall trend quite well. The ampli- 
tude has been predicted very well with the exception of the region around x/1=0.65-0.75. Comparing 
the 2D and 3D results we see that the results are quite close and the addition of the z component 
to the grid has had very little effect on the shape and amplitude of the results, with the exception 
previously identified. It might be expected that the amplitude would reduce due to the additional 
dissipation component in the Z direction, this has proven not to be the case. This result does, how- 
ever, reinforce the assumption that the flow in the doors case can be thought of as 2-Dimensional 
due to the doors channelling the flow. 
Figure 6.2.9 shows the frequency spectra for these cases. As can be seen the 3D grid does well in 
capturing the tones within a reasonable level of accuracy, again the x/1=0.65 case can be seen to 
underpredict the experiment by the largest amount. 
The spanwise variation of the sound pressure level is shown in figure 6.2.10. As can be seen the 
3-Dimensional effects are very slight. 
To further identify the manner in which the external acoustic wave behaves the Pr,,, s has also been 
plotted (Figure 6.2.11) along with the curves of 1/R and 1/R2 which represent the acoustic dissipa- 
tion patterns for a monopole and dipole source (in the near field) respectively. As can be seen the 
acoustic strength reduces in line with the 1/R curve indicating that the external acoustic waves can 
potentially be modelled using a simple monopole source. In this case the location of the monopole 
was set at the cavity downstream lip. 
At x/1=-0.1 the effects of the cavity, with the exception of the acoustic wave, should be minimal. 
At 
this point it can be seen that the curve still follows a 1/R profile reasonably well. It should 
be noted 
that the y/l values are calculated as the distance, in a straight line, from the source to the point on 
the grid the information was extracted from. 
Examination of the frequency spectra for the external acoustics waves 
is shown in figure 6.2.12. As 
can be seen there is over the full distance between the 
flat plate and the farfield effectively a single 
frequency, illustrating again that the second Rossiter mode is related to the acoustics waves or 
to the 
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Figure 6.2.9: Comparison of the frequency spectra for the LES and URANS calculations 
(Table 
6.2.1) in the doors on configuration against the experimental 
data from DERA9" 10,11.12. 
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Figure 6.2.10: Plots of the surface sound pressure levels, taken from the pressure probes, along 
the cavity floor for the doors on configuration (Table 6.2.1) against the experimental data from 
DERA9,10,11,12 
generating mechanism of this wave. Since the wave is thought to separate at the upstream wall into 
an internal and external component the internal wave at this point should have the same frequency 
content as the external wave. 
The cavity cycle for the 2D SST model coarse grid is shown in figure 6.2.13. Instantaneous flow 
field plots for the 3D calculation is shown in figure 6.2.14. These plots were generated by extracting 
a slice along the mid-span of the cavity. As can be seen from the comparison the cycle of the vortices 
in the cavity compares well. A two vortex cycle can be seen in the 3D case that is very similar to 
the two vortex cycle in the 2D case. The main difference between these two cases is at the upstream 
wall. In the 3D case the first quarter of the cavity has a much stronger vertical component than in the 
2D case. Also noted is that in the 3D case the wall corner vortex typical of the 
SST model in the 2D 
case is not present. This vertical component comes from a vertically aligned vortex 
in this region of 
the cavity, as can be seen in the 3D field plots (Figure 6.2.15). 
Thus, there is agreement between the 
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Figure 6.2.11: Plot of the RMS pressure at x=0 and x=-0.1 taken along the cavity mid-span and 
compared against 1 /R and 1 /R2 curves. 
2D and 3D cases and the 2D case does a good job of modelling the flow down the centreline of the 
cavity with the doors attached. 
Figure 6.2.15 shows the 3-dimensional streamlines taken at the times corresponding to the previous 
2D visualisations (Figure 6.2.14). As previously mentioned it can be seen that at the upstream end 
of the cavity a vortex with a vertical axial component can be seen to come and go. Taborda et al. 8 
noted during oil flow visualisations that there is a recirculation region in this area. From the image 
taken from this paper (Figure 6.2.16) it is thought that these recirculation regions mark the location 
of vertically aligned vortices, in qualitative agreement with the current results. Also noticeable from 
this figure is that the flow is symmetric with the main region of asymmetry due to the lack of the 
counter rotating vortices. 
The acoustic pressure contours are shown in figure 6.2.17 at the same time 
frames as for the previous 
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Figure 6.2.12: Comparison of the frequency spectra at x=0 and x=-0.1 taken along the cavity mid- 
span. 
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Figure 6.2.13: Instantaneous flow field plots of pressure contours with overlayed streamlines for the 
Re=6783000, M=0.85 cavity using the SST baseline model on a coarse grid with dt=0.01 at various 
stages in the cavity cycle. 
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Figure 6.2.14: Instantaneous flow field plots of pressure contours with overlayed streamlines for the 
3D door on configuration taken along the cavity mid-span. 
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Figure 6.2.16: Oil Flow Visualisation Representation 
instantaneous flow field plots. These images show the generation and propagation of the acoustic 
waves emitted by the cavity. As can be seen the acoustic wave is emitted at the rear of the cavity 
and begins to spread outward in a spherical fashion (Figure 6.2.17(a)), however while the waves in 
the xz and yz plane continue to conform to a spherical wave the component in the xy plane becomes 
slightly distorted due to the influence of the freestream velocity (the relative velocities change). This 
can be seen in figure 6.2.17(c). This spherical wave front conforms to the idea that the generating 
source can be modelled as a monopole, in the far field. However due to the influence of the cavity it 
is difficult to identify the acoustic properties in the near field. 
Overall the URANS code has done well in modelling this problem, this is due to the reduced fre- 
quency range when compared with the clean cavity case (Section 6.2.1). From this it can be said 
that the URANS code is only applicable if the frequency range that it is necessary to capture does 
not go beyond the second mode. If a higher frequency range is required it would be better to use 
LES or DES. 
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Figure 6.2.17: Instantaneous flow field plots of the acoustic pressures contours external to the 3D 
door on configuration cavity. 
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6.3 Conclusions 
CHAPTER 6.3D RESULTS 
Two laminar calculations have been performed at low Reynolds numbers on a 3D cavity and the 
flow phenomena examined.. 
For a 3D cavity at a Reynolds number of 5000 the flow is shown to be steady and symmetric. 
The properties of the vortex within the cavity have been examined and it has been shown that as 
the cavity is symmetric this vortex has two axial flows. These flows have been found to be off the 
opposite sense. The vortex core at the point where these two axial flows meet has been examined 
and it has been found, as might be expected, that the axial component of the vortex has decelerated 
to zero. 
The 2D pure wake mode (taken as being the Re=37000 M=0.6 case) has been compared against 
a 3D cavity with the same flow conditions to examine the effect of 3-Dimensionality on the wake 
mode. It has been found that the main effect of the 3-Dimensionality is to cause the wake mode to 
disappear. A significant drop in pressure is noted in the 3D calculation and the frequency content 
is also shown to be quite different from the wake mode. Whereas the wake mode has a large single 
tone with associated harmonics, the 3D case contains a single tone and a great deal of noise. The 
flow cycle for this cavity along the centreline is quite similar to the blended flows observed in the 
2D calculations and has elements within it that are similar to the shear layer mode also. 
Two cases have been examined in the 3D turbulent regime. 
First is the clean cavity, which is a cavity without doors or stores. Comparison of experimental 
data against both URANS and LES calculations has been performed and it has 
been shown that even 
on an under-resolved grid the LES results are significantly better than the 
URANS results. It has 
been shown that the URANS code has failed to model this 
flow, the reason for this failure is thought 
to be because the frequency spectra for this case is too broad. The 
URANS code did model the 
doors case quite well, however this case has a much shorter 
frequency range to model. It has been 
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shown that the external pressure waves once again exhibit properties similar to waves generated by 
a monopole source, in this case a line source may be more appropriate. 
The results from the second case, the case where doors are attached and aligned vertically, has shown 
good agreement with the experimental data. As with the 2D turbulent cases and the clean cavity the 
external waves have been shown to correspond to a monopole like source, again a line source for 
the 3D calculations may be more appropriate. The flow cycle for the doors case has been compared 
against the 2D cycle for the shear layer mode and good agreement has been shown, in fact the doors 
case shows very little 3-Dimensionality in general and exhibits a 2D like flow over the span. The 
exception to this is that a vertically aligned vortex occurs at the upstream wall that introduces an 
asymmetry into the flow, it is thought that this may be spurious and further grid refinement in this 
region may be necessary. 
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Conclusions 
This chapter presents the main conclusions drawn from the presented results. 
7.1 2D results 
7.1.1 Wake mode 
*The coarse grid is shown to model the case well. However, over refinement in space increases the 
strength of the vortices and as such their influence remains longer in the flow. This is due to the 
reduction in the numerical dissipation on the finer grids. 
"A band of Mach and Reynolds numbers has been identified within which the wake mode is shown 
to be stable. Outwith this band a different flow, termed the blended mode, has been identified. 
7.1.2 Shear layer mode 
"Two turbulence models, the k-a and SST, have been shown to model the case quite well on the 
coarse grid. On finer grids the k-w model fail to predict the flow correctly. The SST model, however, 
continues to model the case well for greater levels of refinement. Thus the SST model has been 
identified as being a better turbulence model for these cases. 
*The pressure waves outside of the cavity are shown to be dominated by the second Rossiter mode 
and to have a spreading rate consistent with a monopole source term for both turbulence models. 
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7.2 3D results 
7.2.1 Wake mode 
CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 
*For a 3D cavity with Reynolds number and Mach number of 5000 and 0.6 the flow is shown to be 
symmetric and steady. The vortex within the cavity is shown to have two axial flows of the opposite 
sense. These flows are shown to come to a halt at the side wall and also in the cavity centre. 
93-Dimensional effects are shown to be important on the pure wake mode as the Reynolds number 
37000 and Mach number 0.6 case shows. It is shown that for this case the wake mode is eliminated 
and a flow regime similar to the previously identified blended mode is shown to exist. 
7.2.2 Shear layer mode 
*For the clean cavity case it is shown that the URANS code only manages to capture the third 
Rossiter mode. The LES code, however, is shown to capture the overall cavity properties quite well 
even on an under-resolved grid. It is thus concluded that for these cases LES or DES would be 
better 
choices than URANS. 
"For the doors on case the URANS code is shown to capture the flow reasonably well. 
It is thought 
that the reason for the difference between the clean and doors results is due to the 
doors case having 
a single dominant frequency whereas the clean case has multiple tones of comparable amplitude. 
"The acoustic waves external to the cavity for both the clean and 
doors on case are shown to be 
largely spherical and to have a spreading rate again consistent to a monopole source 
term. For these 
3D cases a monopole line source may he more applicable that a point source. 
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Further Work 
From this thesis several area of interest that still require further study can be identified. The purpose 
of this chapter is to identify these areas. 
Expansion of the low Reynolds number 2D wake mode investigations to include other length to 
depth ratios would allow a database of flows to be constructed that would allow design engineers to 
quickly determine the effect of particular geometries used in the design process. Expansion into 3- 
Dimensions for these flows would also be worth while to determine if the wake mode is completely 
eliminated by the 3-dimensionality or if the stable region is simply shifted. 
It has been shown that the high Reynolds number shear layer mode calculations in 2-Dimensions 
can predict quite well the flow along the centreline of the 3D cavity with the doors present. Thus 
calculations of this sort can be used to examine quickly and cheaply the effect of different suppres- 
sion method on the flow. One method of note appears to be a vortex rod spoiler at the leading edge 
of the cavity. 
Further investigation of the effect of different turbulence models on the flow would be a worthwhile 
investigation and the use of LES or DES could be used to correct the best of these models to hindle 
the massive separation at the upstream lip more accurately. 
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For the 3D calculations it has been shown that even on an under-resolved grid the LES calcula- 
tion outperformed the URANS calculation. A further expansion of this would be to refine the grid 
and to run a larger calculation. 
Inclusion of stores within the cavity at different points in the release could be performed if the LES 
calculations can be kept to a reasmable cost. 
For both the 2D and 3D cases expanding the length to depth ratio to encompass a wider range of 
useful geometries would be worthwhile. Also expanding the Mach number range to encompass the 
full flight regime in order to determine the range of speeds that store release can be performed safely. 
Another field of study suggested by this thesis would be to look into the possibility of creating a 
reduced order model for the acoustics based on a monopole source term. If successful the addition 
of the effect of the shear layer etc. could be added to build up a more complete reduced order model. 
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Matlab Code 
The matlab code used in the analysis of the probe 
data is provided in this appendix. The code is 
split over several files and each file is provided 
in a section of its own. 
A. 1 analyser. m 
function varargout = analyser(varargin) 
if nargin == 0 
fig = openfig(mfilename, 'reuse'); 
set(fig, ' Color' , get(0, 
'defaultUicontrol 
BackgroundColor')); 
handles = guihandles(fig); 
guidata(fig, handles); 
cd /home/jupiter/dlawrie/cavity_test/ 
initial-dir = pwd; 
load 
_directory(ini Ii al -d i r, 
handles) 
path(path, '/home/cfd/dl awiie/M ATLAB' ); 
if nargout >0 
varargout{ 1}= fig; 
end 
elseif ischar(varargin{ 1 }) 
try 
[varargout{ I : nargout}] = feval(varargin 
{: }); 
catch 
disp(lasterr); 
end 
end 
function varargout = dirlist_Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
if strcmp(get(handles. figure 1, ' SelectionType' ), 
'open') 
index-selected = get( 
handles. dirlist, ' Value' ); 
file-list = get(handles. dirlist, 'String'); 
filename = fileJistindex-selected; 
if handles. is_dir(handles. sorted lndex(indexselected )); 
cd (filename) 
load_directory(pwd, handles) 
end 
end 
% 
function load_directory(dirpath, handles) 
cd (dir-path) 
dir_struct = dir(dir_path); 
[sorted-names, sorted-index] = sortrows({dirstruct. name 
handles. file_names = sorted-names; 
handles. is_dir = [dir_struct. isdir]; 
handles. sorted_index = [sorted-index]; 
guidata (handles. figure I, handles) 
set (handles. dirlist, 'String', handies. fi le -names 
'Value',! ) 
set (handles. textl, 'String', pwd) 
function varargout = load -data -Callback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
index-selected = get(handles. dirlist, 
' Value'); 
file-list = get(handles. dirlist, 'String'); 
filename = filelist{indexselected}; 
data = load (filename); 
handles. data = data; 
[m, n) = size(data), 
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signals = (n-1); 
samples = m; 
handles. samples = samples 
handles. signals = signals; 
set(handles. text 10, ' String', samples ) 
set(handles. text9, ' String' , signals) 
set(handles. text7, ' String' , filename) 
guidata(handles. figure l, handles) 
% 
function varargout = load_coords_ 
Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
index-selected = get(handles. dirlist, 
'Value'); 
file-list = get(handles. dirlist, 'String'); 
filename = file. list{ index-selected); 
coords = load (filename); 
handles. coords = coords; 
guidata(handles. figure I , 
handles) 
set(handles. text8, ' String' , 
filename ) 
% 
function varargout = convert_time_ 
Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
ct = str2num(get(handles. convert_time, 
'String')); 
handles. ct = ct; 
guidata (handles. figure l, handles); 
% 
function varargout = convert _pressure_ 
Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
cp = str2num(get(handles. convert_ 
pressure, ' String' )); 
handles. cp = cp; 
guidata (handles. figure 1, handles); 
% 
function varargout = machjiumber_Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
mach = str2num(get(handles. maChmumber, 
'String')); 
handles. mach = mach; 
guidata (handles. figure 1, handles ); 
% 
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function varargout = isolate-probes min_Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
pl =str2num(get(handles. 1solate -probes snin, 
'String')); 
handles. pl = pl; 
guidata (handles-figure I , handles); 
% 
function varargout = isolate -probes -max -Cal 
lback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
p2 = str2num(get(handles. isolate -probes max; 
String' )); 
handles. p2 = p2; 
guidata (handles. figure 1, handles); 
% 
function varargout = default_values_exp-Cal lback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
ct = 1; 
cp = 6875; 
mach = 0.85; 
set(handles. convert_ti me, ' String', ct) 
set(handles. convert-pressure, ' String' , cp) 
set(handles. mach number, 'String', mach) 
handles. cp = cp; 
handles. ct = ct; 
handles. mach = mach; 
guidata(handles. figure 1, handles); 
% 
function varargout = default_values_cfd_ 
Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
ct = 0.0016935; 
cp = 63704.18; 
mach = 0.85; 
set(handles. convert_time, 'String', ct) 
set(handles. convert_pressure, ' String' , cp) 
set(handles. mach_number, ' String' , mach 
) 
handles. cp = cp; 
handles. ct = ct; 
handles. mach = mach; 
guidata(handles. figure 1, handles); 
% 
function varargout = statistical -analysis -Callback(h. 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
data = handles. data; 
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ct = handles. ct; 
cp = handles. cp; 
signals = handles. signals; 
samples = handles. samples; 
locations = handles. coords; 
mach = handles. mach, 
if get(handles. isolater_check, 'Value') 
get(handles. isolater_check, ' Max' ) 
p1= handles. p 1; 
p2 = handles. p2; 
j=1; 
for i=1: signals 
use_data(:, 1) = data(:, I ); 
if i>=pl & i<=p2 
use_data(:, j+l) = data(:, i+l ); 
j =J+1; 
end 
end 
locations = handles. coords; 
k= 1; 
coords = zeros(p2-p 1 +1,3); 
for i=1: signals 
if i>=p 1&i <=p2 coords(k, 1) = locations(i, 1); 
coords(k, 2) = locations(i, 2); 
coords(k, 3) =locations(i, 3); 
k=k+1; 
end 
end 
data = use-data; 
signals = j-1; 
handles. coords = coords; 
handles. data = use-data; 
handles. signals = signals; 
guidata(handles. figure ], handles); 
else 
data = handles. data; 
coords = handles. coords; 
end 
[mean, rms, spl, Cp] = statistics(data, ct, cp, 
signals, samples, coords, mach); 
handles. mean = mean; 
handles. rms = rms; 
handles. spl = spi; 
handles. Cp = Cp; 
guidata (handles. figurel, handles); 
% 
function varargout = plot-histories_Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
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mean = handles. mean; 
data = handles. data; 
signals = handles -signals; 
ct = handles. ct; 
cp = handles. cp; 
columns = cei ](signal s/5); 
format_plots('Time Histories', 2) 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot ((data(:, 1)*ct), (data(:, i+l)*cp-mean(i, 1))) 
hlinel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, 'Color', 'blue'); 
set(hl i ne 1 ,' 
Li ne Wi d th' ,2) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Pressure' ) 
end 
% 
function varargout = plot -mean -Callback (h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
mean = handles. mean; 
coords = handles. coords; 
format_plots('Mean Pressure Level', 1) 
plot(coords(:, 1), mean(:, 1)) 
hlinel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, 'Color', 'blue'); 
set(hline 1, 'LineWidth', 2) 
xlabel('Location on cavity floor (xfl)') 
ylabel('Mean pressure') 
title('Mean Pressure Plot') 
% 
function varargout = plot-rms_ 
Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
rms = handles. rms; 
coords = handles. coords; 
format_plots('Root Mean Square',! ) 
plot(coords(:, 1), rms(:, 1)) 
hlinel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, 'Color', 'blue' ); 
set(hline 1, LineWidth' , 
2) 
xlabel('Location on cavity floor (x/1)') 
ylabel('Root Mean Square (Pa)') 
title('Root Mean Square Pressure Plot') 
% 
rms = handles. rms; 
function varargout = plotsms_y-Cal lback(h. 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
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coords = handles. coords; 
format_plots('Root Mean Square', l) 
plot(rms(:, 1), coords(:, 2)) 
Kline 1= findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, 'Color', 'blue' ); 
set(hlinel, 'LineWidth', 2) 
ylabel('Location (y/1)') 
xlabel('Root Mean Square (Pa)') 
title('Root Mean Square Pressure Plot') 
% 
function varargout = plot spl _Cal 
I back( h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
spl = handles. spl; 
coords = handles. coords; 
format_plots('Overall Sound Pressure Level', 1) 
plot(coords(:, 1), spl(:, 1)) 
hline1 = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, 'Color', 'blue' ); 
set(hline 1, ' LineWidth', 2) 
xlabel('Location on cavity floor (x/1)') 
ylabel('SPL (dB)') 
title('Overall Sound Pressure Level Plot') 
% 
function varargout = plotspl_y-Call back(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
sp1= handles. spl; 
coords = handles. coords; 
format_plots('Overall Sound Pressure Level',! ) 
plot(spl(:, 1), coords(:, 2)) 
hlinel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, 'Color', 'blue' ); 
set(hlinel, 'LineWidth', 2) 
ylabel('Location on cavity floor (y/1)') 
xlabel('SPL (dB)') 
title('Overall Sound Pressure Level Plot') 
% 
function varargout = plot_cp_Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
Cp = handles. Cp; 
coords = handles. coords; 
format_plots('Static Pressure Distribution', 1) 
plot(coords(:, 1), Cp(:, 1)) 
hline 1= findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, ' Color', ' blue' ); 
set(hline l ,' Li neWidth' , 
2) 
ylabel('Location on cavity floor (x/1)') 
xlabel('Cp') 
title('Static Pressure Distribution') 
APPENDIX A. MATLAB CODE 
% 
function varargout = plot-pdf_Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
data = handles. data; 
signals = handles. signals; 
samples = handles. samples; 
mean = handles. mean; 
ct = handles. ct; 
cp = handles. cp; 
[pdf, cdf, bucket] = probability density 
(data, signals, mean, ct, cp, samples); 
handles. cdf = cdf; 
guidata (handles. figure l , handles); 
format_plots('Probability Density Function', 2) 
title('PDF') 
columns=ceil(signals/5); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(bucket(:, i), pdf(:, i)) 
hlinel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, ' Color' 
, 
'blue' ); 
set(hline 1, 'LineWidth', 2) 
xlabel('Pressure Values (Pa)') 
ylabel('PDF') 
end 
% 
function varargout = plot_cdf_Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
cdf = handles. cdf; 
signals = handles. signals; 
format_plots('Cumulative Distribution Func- 
tion', 2) 
columns=ceil(signals/5); 
[m, n]=size(cdf); 
x=0: 1/m: 1-1/m; 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(x, cdf(:, i)) 
hilnel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, ' Color' , 
'blue' ); 
set(hline 1, 'LineWidth', 2) 
xlabel(' X' ) 
ylabel('CDF') 
end 
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% 
function varargout = plotac_Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
signals = handles. signals, 
mean = handles. mean; 
data = handles. data; 
ct = handles. ct; 
cp = handles. cp; 
auto _corr(data, signals, ct, cp, mean); 
% 
function varargout = plot_cc_Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
signals = handles. signals; 
data = handles. data; 
mean-pressure = handles. mean; 
samples = handles. samples; 
ct = handles. ct; 
cp = handles. cp; 
save /home/cfd/dlawrie/MATLAB/ 
workspace. mat data signals mean_ 
pressure samples ct cp; 
cross_corr; 
delete /home/cfd/dlawrie/MATLAB/ 
workspace. mat; 
% 
function varargout = plot_psd_Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
data = handles. data; 
ct = handles. ct; 
cp = handles. cp; 
samples = handles. samples; 
mean = handles. mean; 
signals = handles. signals; 
[pdb, pxx, freq] = power-spectral -density 
(data, ct, cp, samples, mean, signals); 
handles. pdb = pdb; 
handles. pxx = pxx; 
handles. freq = freq; 
guidata (handles. figure l , handles); 
signals = handles. signals; 
maxvaluerms=max(max(pxx )); 
maxvaluepdb=ma\(max (pdb)); 
minvaluepdb=min(min(pdb)); 
signals = handles. signals; 
pdb = handles. pdb; 
pxx = handles. pxx; 
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freq = handles. freq; 
columns = ceil(signals/5); 
if (get(handles. limit_band, 'Value') 
get(handles. limit-band, ' Max' )) 
fminimum = handles. fminimum; 
fmaximum = handles. fmaximum; 
m= length(freq); 
fori= 1: m 
if fminimum j, = freq(i, 1) 
fminvalue = i; 
end 
if fmaximum 4= freq(i, 1) 
fmaxvalue = i; 
end 
end 
format_plots('Power Spectral Density', 2) 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(freq(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, 1), pxx( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue, i)) 
ylim((0 maxvaluerms]) 
hline1 = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, ' Color' 
, 
'blue' ); 
set(hline 1, ' LineWidth' , 
2) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
end 
format_plots('Power Spectral Density', 2) 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(freq(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l), pdb( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue, i)) 
ylim([minvaluepdb maxvaluepdb]) 
Kline 1= findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, 'Color', 'blue'); 
set(hline 1 ,' 
LineWidth' , 
2) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('SPL (dB)') 
end 
else 
format_plots('Power Spectral Density', 2) 
for i=1: signals 
semilogy(5, columns, i ) 
plot(freq(:, 1), pxx(:, i)) 
ylim([O mavvaluerms]) 
hlinel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, 'Color', 'blue'); 
set(hline 1, ' LineWidth' , 
2) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
end 
format_plots('Power Spectral Density'. 2) 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5. columns, i) 
plot(freq(:, 1), pdb(:, i)) 
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ylim([minvaluepdb maxvaluepdb]) 
hlinel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 
0.5, ' Color', ' blue' ); 
set(hline 1, ' LineWidth' , 
2) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('SPL (dB)') 
end 
end 
% 
function varargout = limiter-min-Callback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
fminimum = str2num(get(handles. limiter 
_rnin, 
' String' )); 
handles. fminimum = fminimum; 
guidata (handles. figure I , handles); 
% 
function varargout = limiter-max-Callback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
fmaximum = str2num(get(handles. Iimiter 
snax, ' String' )); 
handles. fmaximum = fmaximum; 
guidata (handles. figure I , 
handles); 
% 
function varargout = plot-tones-Callback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
pdb = handles. pdb; 
pxx = handles. pxx; 
freq = handles. fireq; 
signals = handles. signals; 
columns = ceil(signals/5); 
if (get(handles. limit_band, 'Value') 
get(handles. limit_band, 'Max')) 
fminimum = handles. fminimum; 
fmaximum = handles. fmaximum; 
m= length(freq); 
for i=I: m 
if fminimum L= freq(i, 1) 
fminvalue = i; 
end 
if fmaximum 4= freq(i, 1) 
fmaxvalue = i; 
end 
end 
format_plots('Acoustic Tone Selection'. 2) 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
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plot(freq(fminval ue: fmaxvalue, 1), pxx( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue, i)) 
Kline 1= findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Line«'idth' 
0.5, 'Color', 'blue' ); 
set(hline 1, ' LineWidth' , 2) 
xlabel('Frequecny - Hz') 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) 
end 
format_plots('Acoustic Tone Selection', 2) 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(freq(fminval ue: fmax value, 1), pdb( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue, i)) 
hlinel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth' 
0.5, 'Color', 'blue' ); 
set(hline 1 ,' 
LineWidth' 
, 
2) 
xlabel('Frequecny - Hz') 
ylabel('SPL (dB)') 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) 
end 
else 
format_plots('Acoustic Tone Selection', 2) 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(freq(:, 1), pxx(:, i)) 
hlinel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth' 
0.5, ' Color' , 
'blue' ); 
set(hline 1, ' LineWidth', 2) 
xlabel('Frequecny - Hz') 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) end 
format_plots('Acoustic Tone Selection', 2) 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(freq(:, 1), pdb(:, i)) 
hlinel = findobj(gca, 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth' 
0.5, ' Color' , 
'blue' ); 
set(hline 1, 'LineWidth', 2) 
xlabel('Frequecny - Hz') 
ylabel('SPL (dB)') 
[x, y}=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) 
end 
end 
% 
function varargout = plot_band_1imit_spl_ 
Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
signals = handles. signals; 
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data = handles. data; 
coords = handles. coords; 
ct = handles. ct; 
cp = handles. cp; 
mean = handles. mean; 
samples = handles. samples; 
fminimum = handles. fminimum; 
fmaximum = handles. fmaximum; 
band Jimitspl(data, signals, coords, ct, cp, 
mean, samples, fminimum, fmaximum) 
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function varargout = convolution -Cal 
lback-(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
data = handles. data; 
[m, n] = size(data); 
sw = zeros(m, 1); 
sw(1,1) = 1; 
sw(2,1) = 1; 
sw(3,1) = 1; 
% 
function varargout = plot_csd _Call 
back 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
signals = handles. signals; 
data = handles. data; 
mean-pressure = handles. mean; 
samples = handles. samples; 
ct = handles. ct; 
cp = handles. cp; 
save /home/cfd/dlawrie/MATLAB/ 
workspace. mat data signals mean-pressure sam- 
ples ct cp; 
cross-spec; 
delete /home/cfd/dlawrie/MATLAB/ 
workspace. mat; 
% 
function varargout = surface-plot-Callback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
for i=1: n-1 
[data(:, i+1)] = xcorr(data(:, i+1), sw(:, 1)), 
end 
handles. data = data; 
guidata (handles. figure l , 
handles); 
% 
function varargout = variable_extract_Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
data = handles. data; 
[m, n]=size(data); 
coords=handles. coords; 
[o, p]=size(coords); 
check=(5*o)+1; 
if check =m 
var=5; 
densitys(:, 1)=data(:, 1); 
uvels(:, 1)=data(:, 1); 
vvels(:, 1)=data(:, 1); 
ct = handles. ct; wvels(:, 1)=data(:, 1); 
cp = handles. cp; pressures(:, I )=data(:, 1); 
mach = handles. mach; 
save /home/cfd/dlawrie/MATLAB/workspace. mat for i= 1: 0 
ct cp mach; densitys(:, i+1)=data(:, ((i-1)*var)+2); 
surface-plot; uvels(:, i+1)=data(:, ((i-1)*var)+3); 
delete /home/cfd/dlawrie/MATLAB/workspace. maývels(:, i+ 1)=data(:, ((i-1)*var)+4); 
wvels(:, i+ 1)=data(:, ((i-1)*var)+5); 
% pressures(:, i+1)=data(:, ((i-1)*var)+6); 
end 
function varargout = BiCoh_Callback(h, event- save -ascii probes-density densitys 
data, handles, varargin) save -ascii probes_uvel uvels 
save -ascii probes_vvel vvels 
Not yet implemented save -ascii probes_wvel wvels 
save -ascii probes-pressure pressures 
% 
else 
function varargout = xbico_Callback(h, event- var--7; 
data, handles, varargin) densitys(:, 1)=data(:, 1); 
Not yet implemented uvels(:, 
1)=data(:, 1); 
ývvvels(:, 1)=data(:, 1): 
wvels(:, 1)=data(:, 1). % 
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pressures(:, I )=data(:, 1); 
ks(:, 1)=data(:, 1), 
omegas(:, 1)=data(:, I ); 
for i=1: o 
densitys(:, i+1)=data(:, ((i- I)*var)+2); 
uvels(:, i+l)=data(:, ((i- I )*var)+3); 
vvels(:, i+l )=data(:, ((i-1)*var)+4); 
wvels(:, i+l)=data(:, ((i-1)*var)+5); 
pressures(:, i+l)=data(:, ((i-1)*var)+6); 
ks(:, i+l)=data(:, ((i-1)*var)+7); 
omegas(:, i+ l)=data(:, ((i-1)*var)+8); 
end 
save -ascii probes-density densitys 
save -ascii probes_uvel uvels 
save -ascii probes_vvel vvels 
save -ascii probes_wvel wvels 
save -ascii probes-pressure pressures 
save -ascii probesec ks 
save -ascii probes-omega omegas 
end 
APPENDIX A. %TATLAB CODE 
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A. 2 auto_corr. m 
function auto_corr(data, signals, ct, cp, mean) 
data(:, 1) = data(:, 1)*ct; 
for i=1: signals 
data(:, i+1) = (data(:, i+ 1)*cp)-mean(i, I); 
end 
for i=1: signals 
[ac, lags]=xcorr(data(:, i+ I ), 'coeff' ); 
ac-raw(:, i) = ac; 
ac_phase(:, i) = angle(ac)*(360/(2*pi)); 
ac_mag(:, i) = abs(ac); 
ac. save(:, 1) = lags'; 
ac-save(:, i+1) = ac; 
end 
columns=signals/5; 
format 
-plots 
('Phase', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(lags, ac_phase(:, i)) 
xlabel('Lags (dt)') 
ylabel('Phase') 
end 
format-plots ('Magnitude', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
plot(lags, ac mag(:, i)) 
xlabel('Lags (dt)') 
ylabel('Magnitude') 
end 
format 
_plots('AutocorreIation', 
2) 
for i=]: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(]ags, ac--aw(:. i)) 
xlabel('Lags (dt)') 
ylabel('Correlation Coefficient') 
end 
save ac. dat ac. save -ascii 
APPENDIX A. : \I, 4TLAB CODE 
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A. 3 band 
-limit -spl. m ylabel('SPL 
(dB)') 
title('Cavity Mode SPL') 
function band, imit spl(data, signals, 
coords, ct, cp, mean, samples, 
fminimum, fmaximum) 
data(:, 1) = data(:, 1)*ct; 
for i=1: signals 
data(:, i+1) = (data(:, i+ 1)*cp-mean(i, I)); 
end 
dt = (data(2,1)-data(1,1)); 
fs=1/dt; 
Tres=fs/samples; 
nfft = samples; 
w= hanning(samples); 
for i=1: signals 
pwin(:, i) = data(:, i+1). *w; 
[pxx(:, i), f(:, i)] = psd(pwin(:, i), nfft, fs, [], O); 
pxx(:, i) = pxx(:, i). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum 
(w. 2)); 
end 
freq(:, 1) = f(:, 1); 
[m, n]= size(freq); 
for i=1: m 
for j=1: n 
if fminimum L= fi-eq(i, j) 
fminvalue(:, j)=i; 
end 
if fmaximum 4= freq(i, j) 
fmaxvalue(:, j)=i; 
end 
end 
end 
area = zeros(1, signals); 
for i=1: signals 
for j=fminvalue: fmaxvalue-1 
areal, i)=area(1,1)+0.5*f1-es*(pxx(j, i)+ 
pxx(j+1,1)); 
end 
end 
for i=1: signals 
prms_psd(i, 1)=sgrt(area(1, i)); 
end 
for i=1: signals 
spl(i, 1) = 20*log 10(prms_psd(i, 1)/2.5e-5): 
end 
format-plots ('Cavity Mode SPL'. 1) 
plot(coords(:, 1), spl) 
xlabel('Cavity Floor Position') 
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A. 4 cross _corr. m 
function varargout = cross_corr(varargin) 
if nargin == 0 
fig = openfig(mfilename, 'reuse'); 
set(fig, ' Color', get(0, 'defaultUicontrol 
BackgroundColor')); 
handles = guihandles(fig); 
guidata(fig, handles); 
check-conversion = 0; 
handles. check_conversion = check_ 
conversion; 
guidata(handles. figure2, handles); 
initial-dir = pwd; 
load_directory(initial dir, handles) 
path (path ' /home/c fd/dl awne/ 
MATLAB/' ); 
uiwait(fig) 
if nargout 40 
varargout{ 1}= fig; 
end 
elseif ischar(varargin{ 11) 
try 
(varargout{ 1: nargout}] = feval(varargin{: 
}); 
catch 
disp(lasterr); 
end 
end 
% 
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function load_directory(dir_path, handles) 
cd (dir-path) 
dirstruct = dir(dir_path); 
[sorted-names, sorted-index] = sortrows({dir_struct. name}'), 
handles. file_names = sorted-names; 
handles. is_dir = [dir_struct. isdir]; 
handles. sorted_index = [sorted-index]; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles) 
set (handles. dirlist, 'String', handles. file-names.... 
'Val ue', 1) 
% 
function varargout = all signals_Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
off = [handles. whitesoise, handles. othersignal]; 
mutual_exclude(off); 
% 
function varargout = white -noise -Cal 
lback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
off = [handles. all-signal s, handles. other -s 
ignal 
mutual_exclude(off); 
% 
function varargout = other-signal -Cal 
lback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
off = [handles. allsignals, handles. white noisel; 
mutual_exclude(off); 
% 
function varargout = dirlist_Callback(h, event- function mutual _exclude(off) 
data, handles, varargin) 
set(off, ' Value', O); 
if strcmp(get(handles. figure2, 'Selection 
Type' ), 'open' ) 
index-selected = get(handles. dirlist, 'Value 
file-list = get(handles. dirlist, 'String'); 
filename2 = file_listindex-selected; 
if handles. is -di r(h and] es. sorted index( 
index -selected)); 
cd (filename2) 
load 
_directory(pwd, 
handles) 
end 
end 
% 
% 
function varargout = load-data-Callback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
index-selected = get(handles. dirlist, 'Value 
fileJist = get(handles. dirlist, 'String'); 
filename = file Jist(index -selected}; 
data2 = load (filename); 
handles. data2 = data2; 
[m, n]=size(data2): 
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signals2=(n- 1); 
samples2=m; 
handles. samples2 = samples2; 
handles. signals2 = signals2; 
set (handles. text6, 'String', samples2) 
set (handles. text4, 'String', signals2) 
guidata(handles. figure2, handles) 
% 
function varargout = con-el ate -Cal 
I back 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
load /home/cfd/dlawrie/MATLAB/ 
workspace. mat 
data(:, 1) = data(:, 1)*ct; 
for i=1: signals 
data(:, i+l) = data(:, i+l)*cp-mean_ 
pressure(i, I); 
end 
columns = ceil(signals/5); 
if get(handles. all -signals, 
'Val ue') 
get(handles. all-signal s, ' Max' ) 
if get(handles. corr_wrt, 'String') == 'All' 
k= 1; 
for i=1: signals 
format 
-plots 
('Cross Correlation - All', 2) 
for j=1: signals 
[cc, lags] = xconr(data(:, i+l ), data(: , 
j+l ), 
' Coeff' ); 
subplot(5, columns, j ) 
plot(lags, cc) 
xlabel(' Lags' ) 
ylabel('Coeff') 
cc-save(:, l) = lags'; 
cc_save(:, k+l) = cc; 
end 
end 
for i=1: signals 
format_plots('Cross Correlation - All', 2) 
for j= I: signals 
[cc, lags] = xcorr(data(:, i+l), data(:, j+l), 
' Coeff ' ); 
cc-phase = angle(cc)*(360/(2*pi)); 
subplot(5, columns, j) 
plot(lags, cc_phase) 
xlabel(' Lags' ) 
ylabel('Phase Angle') 
end 
end 
save corr_all. dat cc_sa\e -ascii 
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elseif get(handles. corr_wrt, 'String') ='All' 
k=1; 
wrt = handles. wrt; 
format_plots('Cross Correlation - All', 2) 
for i=l: signals 
(cc, lags) = xcorr(data(:, wrt+l ), data(:, i+l ), 'Coeff' ). 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(lags, cc) 
xlabel(' Lags' ) 
ylabel('Coeff') 
cc_save(:, 1) = lags'; 
cc save(:, k+l) = cc; 
end 
format_plots('Cross Correlation - All', 2) 
for i=l: signals 
(cc, lags] = xcorr(data(:, wrt+ I ), data(:, i +l ), 'Coe ff ' ): 
cc-phase angle(cc)*(360/(2*pi)); 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(lags, cc_phase) 
xlabel(' Lags' ) 
ylabel(' Coeff' ) 
end 
end 
elseif get(handles. whitesoise, 'Value') 
-- get(handles. white noise, 'Max') 
randn('state', O); 
noise = randn(samples, 1)*cp; 
format_plots('Cross Correlation - Noise', 2) 
for i=l: signals 
[cc, lags] = xcorr(data(:, i+ 1), noise(:, 1), 
'Coeff'); 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(lags, cc) 
xlabel(' Lags' ) 
ylabel(' Coeff' ) 
cc_save(:, 1) = lags'; 
cc_save(:, 1+l) = cc; 
end 
save corr. noise. dat ccsaýve -ascii 
elseif get(handles. othersignal, ' Value') 
get(handles. othersignal, ' Max' ) 
check-conversion = handles. check- 
conversion; 
if check-conversion 
cp2 = handles. cp2; 
ct2 = handles. ct2, 
else 
cp2 = cp; 
ct2 = ct; 
end 
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if get(handles. isolate_check, 'Value') 
get(handles. isolate_check, ' Max' ) 
data2 = handles. data2; 
signals2 = handles. signals2; 
samples2 = handles. samples2; 
p1= handles. p 1; 
p2 = handles. p2; 
j=1; 
for i=1: signals2 
if iZ=p1 & ii=p2 
use_data(:, j+1) = data2(:, i+1); 
j=j+1; 
end 
end 
data2 = use-data; 
signals2 = j-1; 
set(handles. text4, ' String', signals2) 
handles. data2 = data2; 
handles. signals2 = signals2; 
guidata(handles. figure2, hand Ies ); 
else 
data2 = handles. data2; 
signals2 = handles. signals2; 
samples2 = handles. samples2; 
end 
data2(:, 1) = data2(:, 1)*ct2; 
for i=1: signals2 
data2(:, i+ 1) = data2(:, i+ 1)*cp; 
mean2(i, 1) = sum(data2(:, i+ 1))/samples2; 
data2(:, i+1) = data2(:, i+l)-mean2(i, l); 
end 
if samples > samples2 
samples = samples2; 
for i=1: signals+ l 
for j=1: samples 
data_trunc(j, i) = datao, i); 
end 
end 
data = data_trunc; 
elseif samples < samples2 
samples2 = samples; 
for i=1: signals2+ I 
for j=l: samples2 
data_trunc(j, i) = data2(j, i); 
end 
end 
data2 = data_trunc; 
end 
if get(handles. conT_wit. 'String') =='All' 
columns = ceil(signals/5); 
format_plots('Cross Correlation - Other', 2) 
for i=l : signals 
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[cc, lags] = xcorr(data(:, i+l), data2(:, i+l 
' Coeff' ); 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(lags, cc) 
xlabel(' Lags' ) 
ylabel('Coeff') 
ccsave(:, 1) = lags'; 
ccsave(:, i+1) = cc; 
end 
save corr_other. dat cc-save -ascii 
elseif get(handles. corr_wrt, ' String') = 'All' 
wrt = handles. wrt; 
columns = ceil(signals/5); 
format_plots('Cross Correlation - Other', 2) 
for i=1: signals 
(cc, lags] = xcorr(data(:, wrt+l), data2(:. 1+l ), 
' Coeff' ); 
subplot(5, col umns, i) 
plot(lags, cc) 
xlabel(' Lags' ) 
ylabel('Coeff') 
cc -save(:, 
l) = lags' ; 
cc_save(:, i+l) = cc; 
end 
end 
end 
% 
function varargout = isolate-min_ 
Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
pl = str2num(get(handles. isolate -min, 
'String')); 
handles-PI =pl; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles); 
% 
function varargout = isolatelnax_ 
Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
p2 = str2num(get(handles. isolate -max, 
'String')); 
handles. p2 = p2; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles); 
% 
function varargout = corr_wrt_Callback(h. event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
wrt = str2num(get(hand Ies. corr_wrt, 'String')); 
handles. wrt = wrt; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles); 
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% 
function varargout = default_cfd_valiues_Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
ct2 = 0.0016935; 
cp2 = 63704.18; 
check-conversion = 1; 
handles. cp2 = cp2, 
handles. ct2 = ct2; 
handles. check_conversion = check -conversion; 
guidata(handles. figure2, handles); 
% 
function varargout = default_exp_values_Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
ct2 = 1; 
cp2= 6900; 
check-conversion = 1; 
handles. cp2 = cp2; 
handles. ct2 = ct2; 
handles. check_conversion = check -conversion; 
guidata(handies. figure2, handles); 
APPENDIX A. . %IATLAB CODE 
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A. 5 cross-spec. m 
function varargout = crossspec(varargin) 
if nargin==0 
fig = openfig(mfilename, 'reuse' ); 
set(fig, ' Color', get(0, 'defaultUicontrol 
BackgroundColor')); 
handles = guihandles(fig); 
guidata(fig, handles); 
check-conversion = 0; 
handles. check_conversion = check- 
conversion; 
guidata(handles. figure2, handIes), 
initial-dir = pwd; 
load 
_directory(initial _dir, 
handles) 
path(path, '/home/cfd/dlawrie/MATLAB/ 
n 
uiwait(fig) 
if nargout >0 varargout{ 1}= fig; 
end 
elseif ischar(varargin{ 1 }) 
try 
[varargout{ l : nargout}] = feval(varargin{: 
}); 
catch 
disp(lasterr); 
end 
end 
% 
function varargout = all_signals_Callback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
off = [handles. white noise, handles. other 
-signal]; 
mutual _excl ude(off); 
% 
function varargout = white -noise -Callback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
off = [handles. all_signals, handles. other 
_signal], 
mutual _exclude(off); 
% 
function varargout = other-signal-Callback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
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off = [handles. all-signal s, handles. white-noise], 
mutualeexclude(off); 
% 
function mutual_exclude(off) 
set(off, ' Val ue' , 0); 
% 
function varargout = conversion-default _cfd-Cal 
lback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
ct2 = 0.0016935; 
cp2 = 63704.18; 
check-conversion = 1; 
handles. cp2 = cp2; 
handles. ct2 = ct2; 
handles. check_conversion = check -conversion; 
guidata(handles. figure2, handles); 
% 
function varargout = conversion -default _exp-Cal 
Iback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
ct2 = 1; 
cp2 = 6900; 
check-conversion = 1, 
handles. cp2 = cp2; 
handles. ct2 = ct2; 
handles. check_conversion = check -converslon; 
guidata(handles. figure2, handles); 
% 
function varargout = isolate -min -Cal 
lback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
p1= str2num(get(handles. isolate-min, 
'String')); 
handles. p l=pl; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles); 
% 
function varargout = isolate -max -Cal 
I back 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
p2 = str2num(get(handles. isolate -max, 
'String' )); 
handles. p2 = p2; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles)-, 
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% 
function varargout = load -data-Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
index-selected = get(handles. dirlist, 
'Value'); 
file-list = get(handles. dirlist, 'String'); 
filename = filehist{indexselected}; 
data2 = load (filename); 
handles. data2 = data2; 
[m, nj=size(data2); 
signals2=(n-1); 
samples2=m; 
handles. samples2 = samples2; 
handles. signals2 = signals2; 
set (handles. text8, 'String', samples2) 
set (handles. text6, 'Stri ng', signals2) 
guidata(handles. figure2, handles) 
% 
function varargout = dirlist_Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
if strcmp(get(handles. figure2, 'Selection 
Type' ), 'open' ) 
index-selected = get(handles. dii-list, ' 
Value'); 
file-list = get(handles. dirlist, 'String'); 
filename2 = file]ist{index -selected 
}; 
if handles. is_dir(handles. sorted-index( 
index-selected)); 
cd (filename2) 
load_directory(pwd, handles) 
end 
end 
% 
function load_directory(dii-_path, handles) 
cd (dir-path) 
dir-struct = dir(dir_path); 
[sorted-names, sorted-index] = sortrows 
({dir_struct. name}' ); 
handles. file-names = sorted_names; 
handles. is_dir = [dir_struct. isdir]; 
handles. sorted_index = [sorted-index]; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles) 
set (handles. dirlist, 'Stiing', handles. file -names, 
'Value', l) 
°Ic 
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function varargout = calculate -Cal 
lback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
load /home/cfd/dlawrie/MATLAB/workspace. mat 
data(:, 1) = data(:, 1)*ct; 
for i=l : signals 
data(:, i+1) = (data(:, i+I )*cp-mean -pressure(', 1)): 
end 
if get(handles. allsignals, 'Value') 
get(handles. all signals, ' Max' ) 
dt = (data(2,1)-data(1,1)); 
fs=1 /dt; 
fies=fs/samples; 
nfft = samples; 
w= hanning(samples); 
columns = ceil(signals/5); 
for i=l : signals 
pwin(:, i) = data(:, i+l). *w; 
end 
if get(handles. corr-wrt, 'String') == 'All' 
for i=1: signals 
for j=1: signals 
[pxy(:, j), f(:, j)] = csd(pwin(:, i), pwin(:, j), 
nfft, fs, [], 0); 
pxy(:, j) = pxy(:, j). *(2*dt)*(samples/ 
sum(w. 2)); 
pdb(:, j) = sgrt(pxy(:, i). *fses); 
pxy(:, j) = pxy(:, j). *f-res; 
pxy(:, j) = pxy(:, j). 6.5; 
pdb(:, j) = 20*log 10(abs(pdb(:, j))/2e-5); 
end 
for k=1: signals 
[pxx(:, k), f_1(:, k)] = psd(pwin(:, k), nfft, fs, 
[], 0); 
pxx(:, k) = pxx(:, k). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum( 
w. 2)); 
pxx(:, k) = pxx(:, k). *fses; 
pxx(:, k) = pxx(:, k). Ö. 5; 
[pyy(:, k), f2(:, k)) = psd(pwin(:, k), nfft, fs, 
[J, O); 
pyy(:, k) = pyy(:, k). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum( 
w. 2)); 
pyy(:, k) = pyy(:, k). *fses; 
pyy(:, k) = pyy(:, k). Ö. 5; 
cxy(:, k) = abs(pxy(:. k)); 
cxy(:, k) = cxy(:, k).?; 
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denom(:, k) = pxx(:, k). *pyy(:, k); 
cxy(:, k) = cxy(:, k ). /denom(:, k); 
end 
if (get(handles. limiter_check, ' Value' ) 
get(handles. limiter_check, 'Max' )) 
freq_min = handles. freq_nin; 
freq_max = handles. freq-max; 
m= length(f); 
fori= 1: m 
if freq_min >= f(i, 1) 
fminvalue = i; 
end 
if freq_max >= f(i, 1) 
fmaxvalue = i; 
end 
end 
format_plots('Coherence Function'. 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
plot(f_1(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, 1), cxy( 
fminvalue: fmaxval ue, i)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Coherence') 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD Phase'. 2 ); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csd_phase = angle(pxy(:, i)). *(360/(2*pi)); 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l ), csd phase( 
fminvalue: fmaxval ue)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
yl abel ('Degrees') 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD Frequency', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csd-mag = abs(pxy(:, i)); 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, 1), csd-mag( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
if (get(handles-tones _check, 
' Value' ) 
get(handles. tones_check, ' Max' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) 
end 
end 
format_plots(' Probes CS D (dB)', '-); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5 columns. 
I) 
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plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l), pdb( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue, i)) 
xlabel(' Frequency' ) 
ylabel(' SPL' ) 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
'Value') 
get(handles. tones_check, ' Max' )) 
(x, y)=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) 
end 
end 
else 
format_plots('Coherence Function', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f_1(:, 1), cxy(:, i)) 
xlabel(' Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Coherence') 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD Phase', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csd_phase = angle(pxy(:, i)). *(360/(2*pi)); 
plot(f(:, 1), csd_phase) 
xlabel(' Frequency' ) 
ylabel('Degrees') 
end 
form at_plots('Probes CSD Frequency', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csdlnag = abs(pxy(:, i)); 
plot(f(:, I ), csd. mag) 
xlabel(' Frequency' ) 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
'Value') 
get(handles. tone s_check, 'Max')) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) 
end 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD (dB)', 2); 
for i=I: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f(:, 1), pdb(:, i)) 
xlabel(' Frequency' ) 
ylabel('SPL') 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
' \'aI ue' ) 
get(handles. tones _check, 
' htax' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) 
end 
end 
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end 
end 
elseif get(handles. corr_wrt, 'String') 
wrt = handles. wrt; 
for i=1: signals 
[pxy(:, i), f(:, i)] = csd(pwin(:, wrt), pwin(:, i) 
, nfft, fs, 
[], 0); 
pxy(:, i) = pxy(:, i). '1(2*dt)*(samples/sum(w 
. 
2)); 
pdb(:, i) = sgrt(pxy(:, i). *fJ. es); 
pxy(:, i) = pxy(:, i). *f-res; 
Pxy(:, i) = Pxy(:, i). 6.5; 
pdb(:, i) = 20*log I O(abs(pdb(:, i))/2e-5); 
end 
for j=1: signals 
[pxx(:, j), f_1(:, j)] = psd(pwin(:, j), nfft, fs, [], 0); 
pxx(:, j) = pxx(:, j). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum(w 
. 2)); 
pxx(:, j) = pxx(:, j). *f-res; 
pxx(:, j) = pxx(:, j). 0.5; 
[pyy(:, j), f2(:, j)] = psd(pwin(:, j), nfft, fs, [], 0); 
pyy(:, j) = pyy(:, j). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum(w 
. 2)); 
pyy(:, j) = pyy(:, j). *f-res; 
pyy(:, j) = pyy(:, j)"0.5; 
cxy(:, j) = abs(pxy(:, j)); 
cxy(:, j) = cxy(:, j). 2; 
denom(:, j) = pxx(:, j). *pyy(:, j); 
cxy(:, j) = cxy(:, j). /denom(:, j); 
end 
if (get(handles. Iimiter_check, ' Value' ) 
get(handles. limiter_check, 'Max' )) 
freq. nin = handles. freq_nin; 
freq_max = handles. freq_max; 
m= length(f); 
for i=I: m 
if freq-min >= f(i, 1) 
fminvalue = i; 
end 
if freq_max >= f(i, 1) 
fmaxvalue = i; 
end 
end 
format_plots(' Coherence Function', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
plot(f_1(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, 1), cxy( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue, i)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel ('Coherence') 
end 
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format_plots('Probes CSD Phase', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csd_phase = angle(pxy(:, i)). *(360/(2*pi)), 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l ), csd-phase( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel(' Degrees' ) 
end 
format_plots(' Probes CSD Frequency', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csd mag = abs(pxy(:, i)); 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l), csdJnag( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
'Value') 
get(handles. tones_check, ' Max' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) 
end 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD (dB)', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, col umns, i ) 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l), pdb( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue, i)) 
xlabel(' Frequency' ) 
ylabel('SPL') 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
'Value') 
get(handles. tones _check, 
'Max' )) 
[x, yJginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) 
end 
end 
else 
format 
-plots 
('Coherence Function', 2), 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f_1(:, 1), cxy(:, i)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Coherence' ) 
end 
format_plots(' Probes CSD Phase'. 2) ; 
for i=l : signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csd_phase = angle(pxy(:, i)). *(360/(2*pi)); 
plot(f(:, I ), csd_phase) 
xlabel('Frequency') 
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ylabel('Degrees') pdb(:, i) = 20*log 10(abs(pdb(:. W/2e-5); 
end end 
for j=l : signals 
format_plots('Probes CSD Frequency', 2); [pxx(:, j), f_](:, j)] = psd(pwin(:, j), nfft, fs, 
for i=1: signals 10); 
subplot(5, columns, i) pxx(:, j) = pxx(:, j). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum( 
csd mag = abs(pxy(:, i)); w. 2)); 
plot(f(:, 1), csd-mg) pxx(:, j) = pxx(:, j). *fses; 
xlabel('Frequency') pxx(:, j) = pxx(:, j). 0.5; 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') [pyy(:, j), f2(:, j)] = psd(noise(:, 1), nfft, fs, 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
'Value') []10); 
get(handles. tones _check, 'Max')) pyy(:, 
j) = pyy(:, j). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum( 
[x, y]=ginput; w. 2)); 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) pyy(:, j) = pyy(:, j)"*fses; 
end pyy(:, j) = pyy(:, j). 
6.5; 
end cxy(:, j) = abs(pxy(:, j)); 
cxy(:, j) = cxy(:, j). 2; 
format_plots('Probes CSD (dB)', 2); denom(:, j) = pxx(:, j). *pyy(:, j); 
for i=l: signals cxy(:, 
j) = cxy(:, j). /denom(:, j); 
subplot(5, columns, i) end 
plot(f(:, 1), pdb(:, i)) 
xlabel('Frequency') if (get(handles. limiter_check, 'Value') 
ylabel('SPL') get(handles. limiter_check, 'Max')) 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
'Value') freq_min = handles. freq_min; 
get(handles. tones _check, 
'Max')) freq_max = handles. freq_max; 
[x, y]=ginput; m= length(f); 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) for i=1: m 
end if freq_min >= f(i, l) 
end fminvalue = i; 
end end 
end if freq_max >= 
f(i, l) 
fmaxvalue = i; 
elseif get(handles. white_noise, 'Value') 
end 
get(handles. white_noise, ' Max') end 
randn('state', 0); 
format 
-plots 
('Coherence Function', 2); 
noise = randn(samples, 1)*cp; 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) dt = (data(2, I)-data(1,1)); plot(f_l (fminvalue: fmaxvalue, 1), cxy( fs=1/dt; 
res=fs/samples; f 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue, i)) 
' ' _ 
nfft = samples; 
) Frequency (Hz) xlabel( 
' ' 
w= hanning(samples); 
) Coherence ylabel( 
columns = ceil(signals/5); 
end 
for i=l: signals for = 
, 
i) = data(:, i+l ). *w; 
format_plots('Probes CSD Phase'. 2); 
end 
for i=1: signals 
for i=1 : signals subplot(5, 
columns, i) 
csd_phase = angle(pxy(:, i)). *(360/(2*pi)); 
i), f(:, i)] = csd(pwin(:, i), noise( [pxy(: 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l ), csd-phase( 
, fminvalue: fmaxvalue)) 
' ' 
xi* 2*dt)*(samPles/sum ') -p y('' )' 
( 
) Frequency (Hz) xlabel( 
ylabel('Degrees') 
(w. 2)); 
end 
pdb(:, i) = sgrt(pxy(:, i). *f-res): 
pxy(:, i) = pxy(:, i). *f_-es; 
Ö format_plots('Probes CSD Frequency', 
2). 
. 
S: i) = pxy(:, i). Pxy(:, - 
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for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
csd-mag = abs(pxy(:, i)); 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, 1), csd mag( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
if (get(handles. tones_check, ' Value' ) 
get(handles. tones_check, 'Max' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) 
end 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD (dB)', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l), pdb( 
fminval ue: fmaxval ue, i )) 
xlabel('Frequency' ) 
ylabel('SPL') 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
' Value' ) 
get(handles. tones_check, ' Max' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) 
end 
end 
else 
format_plots('Coherence Function', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
plot(f_1(:, 1), cxy(:, i)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Coherence' ) 
end 
format _plots(' 
Probes CSD Phase', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
csd_phase = angle(pxy(:, i)). *(360/(2*pi)); 
plot(f(:, 1), csd_phase) 
xlabel('Frequency' ) 
ylabel('Degrees') 
end 
format -plots 
(' Probes CSD Frequency', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
csd-mag = abs(pxy(:, i)); 
plot(f(:, 1), csd_mag) 
xlabel(' Frequency' ) 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
if (get(handles. tones_check, ' Value' ) 
get(handles. tones_check, ' Max' )) 
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[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) 
end 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD (dB)', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f(:, 1), pdb(:, i)) 
xlabel(' Frequency' ) 
ylabel('SPL') 
if (get(handles. tones check, ' Value' ) 
get(handles. tones _check, 
'Max' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) 
end 
end 
end 
elseif get(handles. other-signal, 'Value') 
get(handles. other. s ignal, ' Max' ) 
check-conversion = handles. check_conversion, 
if check-conversion == I 
cp2 = handles. cp2; 
ct2 = handles. ct2; 
else 
cp2 = cp; 
ct2 = ct; 
end 
if get(handles. isolate_check, 'Value') 
get(handles. isolate_check, ' Max' ) 
data2 = handles. data2; 
signals2 = handles. signals2; 
samples2 = handles. samples2; 
p1= handles. p l; 
p2 = handles. p2; 
j=1; 
for i=1: signals2 
if i>=pl & i<=p2 
use_data(:, j+l) = data2(:, i+1); 
j=j+1; 
end 
end 
data2 = use-data; 
signals2 = j-1; 
set(handles. text4, ' String' , signal s2) 
handles. data2 = data2; 
handles. signals2 = signals'; 
guidata(handles. figure2, handles ); 
else 
data2 = handles. data2, 
signals2 = handles. signals2; 
samples2 = handles. samples2; 
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end 
data2(:, 1) = data2(:, 1)*ct2; 
for i= 1: signals2 
data2(:, i+l) = data2(:, i+l)*cp; 
mean2(i, 1) = sum(data2(:, i+1))/samples2; 
data2(:, i+1) = data2(:, i+ 1)-mean2(i, 1); 
end 
if samples > samples2 
samples = samples2; 
for i=l: signals+l 
for j=1: samples 
data_trunc(j, i) = datao, i), 
end 
end 
data = data_trunc; 
elseif samples < samples2 
samples2 = samples; 
for i=1: signals2+1 
for j=1: samples2 
data_trunc(j, i) = data2(j, i); 
end 
end 
data2 = data_trunc; 
end 
dt = (data(2,1)-data(1,1)); 
fs=1 /dt; 
f-res=fs/samples; 
nfft = samples; 
w= hanning(samples); 
columns = ceil(signals/5); 
for i=1: signals 
pwin(:, i) = data(:, i+l). *w, 
pwin2(:, i) = data2(:, i+l). *w; 
end 
if get(handles. corr_wrt, 'String') 
for i=l: signals 
[pxy(:, i), f(:, i)] = csd(pwin(:, i), pwin2(:, i), 
nfft, fs, [], 0); 
pxy(:, i) = pxy(:, i). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum( 
w. 2)); 
pdb(:, i) = sgrt(pxy(:, i). *f_res); 
pxy(:, i) = pxy(:, i). *f-res; 
pxy(:, i) = pxy(:, i). 
6.5; 
pdb(:, i) = 20*log 10(abs(pdb(:, i))/2e-5); 
end 
for j=1: signals 
[pxx(: j), f-l (:, j)] = psd(pwin(:, j), nfft, fs, [], 0); 
pxx(:, j) = pxx(:, j). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum(w 
. 
2)); 
pxx(: j) = pxx(:, j). *f_-es; 
pxx(:, j) = pxx(: J). 0.5; 
[pyy(:, j), f-2(:, j)] = psd(pw in2(:, j), 
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nfft, fs, [], 0); 
pyy(:, j) = pyy(:, j). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum(w 
. 2)); 
pyy(:, J) = pyy(:, j)"*fses; 
pyy(:, j) = pyy(:, J). 6.5; 
cxy(:, j) = abs(pxy(:, j)); 
cxy(:, j) = cxy(:, j). 2; 
denom(:, j) = pxx(:, J)"*pyy(:, J), 
cxy(:, j) = cxy(:, j). /denom(:, j); 
end 
if (get(handles. limiter_check, 'Value') 
get(handles. limiter_check, ' Max' )) 
freq_min = handles. freginin; 
freq max = handles. freq-max; 
m= length(f); 
for i=1: m 
if freq-min >= f(i, l) 
fminvalue = i; 
end 
if fregJnax >= f(i, 1) 
fmaxvalue = i; 
end 
end 
format_plots('Coherence Function', 2); 
for i=I: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f_l (fminvalue: fmaxvalue, 1), cxy( 
fminval ue: fmaxval ue, i )) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Coherence') 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD Phase', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csd_phase = angle(pxy(:, i)). *(360/(2*pi)); 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, 1), csd-phase( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Degrees') 
end 
format 
-plots 
(' Probes CSD Frequency' , 
2); 
for i=i : signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csdlnag = abs(pxy(:, i)); 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, 1), csdlnag( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue)) 
xlabel(' Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
if (get(handles. tones_check, 'Value') 
get(handles. tones _check, 
' Max' )) 
[x. vi=ginput: 
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text(x, y, num2str(x)) 
end 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD (dB)', 2); 
for i= I: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, 1), pdb( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue, i)) 
xlabel('Frequency') 
ylabel('SPL' ) 
if (get(handles. tones -check, 
'Value') 
get(handles. tones_check, 'Max' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) 
end 
end 
else 
format_plots('Coherence Function', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f_1(:, l), cxy(:, i )) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Coherence' ) 
end 
format 
-plots 
('Probes CSD Phase', 2); 
for i=I: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csd_phase = angle(pxy(:, i)). *(360/(2*pi)); 
plot(f(:, 1), csd_phase) 
xlabel('Frequency') 
yl abel ('Degrees') 
end 
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if (get(handles. tones check, 'Value') 
get(handles. tones_check, ' Max' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, n u m2str(y)) 
end 
end 
end 
elseif get(handles. corr_wrt, 'String') = 'All' 
wrt = handles. wrt; 
for i=1: signals 
[pxy(:, i), f(:, i)] = csd(pwin(:, wrt), pwin2(:, i) 
, nfft, 
fs, [], 0); 
pxy(:, i) = pxy(:, i). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum(w 
. 
2)); 
pdb(:, i) = sgrt(pxy(:, i). *fses); 
pxy(:, i) = pxy(:, i). *fses; 
pxy(:, i) = pxy(:, i). 6.5; 
pdb(:, i) = 20*log I O(abs(pdb(:, i))/2e-5); 
end 
for j=] : signals [pxx(:, j), f_1(:, j)] = psd(pwin(:, j), nfft, fs, [], 0); 
pxx(:, j) = pxx(:, j). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum(w 
. 
2)); 
pxx(:, j) = pxx(:, j). *f-res; 
pxx(:, j) = pxx(:, j). 6.5; 
[pyy(:, j), f2(:, j)] = psd(pwin2(:, J), nfft, fs, 
[1,0); 
pyy(:, j) = pyy(:, j). *(2*dt)*(samples/sum(w 
. 2)); 
pyy(:, j) = pyy(:, j). *fses; 
pyy(:, j) = pyy(:, J). 0.5; 
cxy(:, j) = abs(pxy(:, j)); 
cxy(:, j) = cxY(: J0; 
denom(:, j) = pxx(:, j). *pyy(:, j); 
cxy(:, j) = cxy(:, j). /denom(:, j); 
end 
format 
-plots 
('Probes CSD Frequency', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csd-nag = abs(pxy(:, i)); 
plot(f(:, 1), csd.. nag) 
xlabel('Frequency' ) 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
if (get(handles. tones_check, 'Value') 
get(handles. tones _check, 
'Max')) ]x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) 
end 
end 
format _plots(' 
Probes CSD (dB)', 2): 
for i= 1 : signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f(:, 1), pdb(:, i)) 
xlabel('Frequency') 
ylabel('SPL') 
if (get(handles. limiter_check, ' Value') 
get(handles. limiter_check, ' Max' )) 
fregsnin = handles. freq-nin; 
freq-max = handles. freq_max; 
m= length(f), 
for i=1: m 
if freq-min >= f(i, I) 
fminvalue = i; 
end 
if freglnax >= f(i, l) 
fmaxvalue = i; 
end 
end 
format_plots('Coherence Function', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
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subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f_1(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l ), cxy( 
fmi nval ue: fmax val ue, i )) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Coherence') 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD Phase', 2); 
for i=l: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
csd_phase = angle(pxy(:, i)). *(360/(2*pi)); 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l ), csd-phase( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Degrees' ) 
end 
format 
-plots 
('Probes CSD Frequency', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csdlnag = abs(pxy(:, i)); 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l ), csd-mag( 
fminvalue: fmaxval ue)) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
'Value') 
get(handles. tones_check, ' Max' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) 
end 
end 
format 
-plots 
(' Probes CS D (dB)' ,2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f(fminvalue: fmaxvalue, l), pdb( 
fminvalue: fmaxvalue, i)) 
xlabel('Frequency') 
ylabel('SPL') 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
'Value') 
get(handles. tones_check, 'Max' )) 
(x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) 
end 
end 
else format_plots('Coherence Function', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i ) 
plot(f_ 1(:, 1), cxy(:, i )) 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Coherence' ) 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD Phase'. 2); 
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for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, col umns, i) 
csd_phase = angle(pxy(:, i)). *(360/(2*pi)); 
plot(f(:, 1), csd_phase) 
xlabel('Frequency') 
ylabel('Degrees') 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD Frequency', 2); 
for i=1: signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
csd-mag = abs(pxy(:, i)); 
plot(f(:, 1), csd-rnag) 
xlabel('Frequency') 
ylabel('RMS (Pa)') 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 'Value') 
get(handles. tones_check, ' Max' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(x)) 
end 
end 
format_plots('Probes CSD (dB)', 2); 
for i=] : signals 
subplot(5, columns, i) 
plot(f(:, 1), pdb(:, i)) 
xlabel(' Frequency' ) 
ylabel('SPL') 
if (get(handles. tones _check, 
'Value') 
get(handles. tones _check, 
' Max' )) 
[x, y]=ginput; 
text(x, y, num2str(y)) 
end 
end 
end 
end 
end 
% 
function varargout = limit_nin_Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
freginin = str2num(get(handles. limitsnin, ' String' )); 
handles. freq_min = freq-min; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles)-, 
function varargout = lirnit-max _Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
freq_max = str? num(get(handles. limitlnax, 
'String' )): 
handles. freq-max = freq max: 
guidata (handles. figure?. handles), 
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% 
function varargout = corr_wrt Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
wrt = str2num(get(hand] es. corr_wrt, ' String' )); 
handles. wrt = wrt; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles); 
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A. 6 format_plots. m 
% 
function varargout = format_plots(string, orientate) 
figure(' NumberTitle', 'off', ' Name', string) 
set(gcf, ' PaperType' ,' 
A4' ) 
set(gcf, ' Units', ' points' ) 
if orientate == I 
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'landscape' ) 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'inches' ) 
set(gcf, 'PaperPosition', [0.25 0.25 11.19 7.77]) 
set(gcf, ' Units' , 'points' ) 
set(gcf, ' Position' , 
[1 1 800 600 ]) 
elseif orientate == 2 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'inches' ) 
set(gcf, ' PaperPosi tion' , 
[0.25 0.25 7.77 11.191) 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'points' ) 
set(gcf, 'Position', [ 11 800 600]) 
end 
set(gcf, ' Resi ze' , 'off' ) 
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A. 7 power -spectral _density. m 
function [pdb, pxx, freq] = powerspectral_ 
density(data, ct, cp, samples, mean, si gnalk) 
data(:, 1) = data(:, ])*ct; 
for i=l: signals 
data(:, i+1) = (data(:, i+ I )*cp-mean(i, I )1, 
end 
dt = (data(2,1)-data(1,1)); 
fs=1 /dt; 
fses=fs/samples; nfft = samples; 
w= hanning(samples); 
for i=1: signals 
pwin(:, i) = data(:, i+l). *w; 
[pxx(:, i), f(:, i)] = psd(pwin(:, i), nfft, fs, [], 0); 
pxx(:, i) = pxx(:, i). *(2*dt)*(samples/ 
sum(w. 2)); 
pdb(:, i) = sqrt(pxx(:, i). *f-res); 
pxx(:, i) = pxx(:, i). *fses; 
pxx(:, i) = pxx(:, i). 6.5; 
pdb(:, i) = 20*log 1 O(abs(pdb(:, i))/2e-5); 
end 
freq(:, 1) = f(:, 1); 
spectral(:, I) = f(:, 1); 
spectral2(:, 1) =f(:, 1); 
for i=1: signals 
spectral (:, i+ 1) = pdb(:, i); 
spectra12 (:, i+1) = pxx(:, i); 
end 
save spectral. dat spectral -ascii; 
save spectral2. dat spectra12 -ascii; 
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A. 8 probability_density. m save pdf. dat pdfsave -ascii 
save cdf. dat cdf -ascii 
function [pdf, cdf, bucket] = probabil- 
ity_density(data, signals, mean, ct, cp, 
samples) 
nb=20; 
data(:, 1) = data(:, 1)*ct; 
for i=l: signals 
data(:, i+1) = data(:, i+l)*cp; 
end 
for i=1 : signals 
data(:, i+1) = data(:, i+l)-mean(i. 1 ): 
end 
pdf=zeros(nb, signals); 
cdf=zeros(nb, signals); 
bucket=zeros(nb, signals); 
for i=1: signals 
bs(:, i)=(max(data(:, i+1))-min(data(:, i+I )))/nb; 
for j=1: nb bucket(j, i)=(min(data(:, i+1))+(0- 
1)*bs(:, i))); 
end 
end 
for i=1: signals 
for j=l: samples 
for k=1: nb-1 
if data(j, i+1)L=bucket(k, i) & data(j, i+1)<= 
bucket(k+ l ,i) 
pdf(k, i) = pdf(k, i)+1; 
end 
if data(j, i+l)j, =bucket(nb, i) & data(j, i)<= 
max(data(:, i+ 1)) 
pdf(nb, i) = pdf(nb, i)+ I; 
end 
end 
end 
pdf(:, i) = pdf(:, i)/samples; 
end 
for i=1: signals 
cdf(l, i)=pdf(1, i); 
forj=2: nb 
cdf(j, i) = cdf(j-1, i)+pdf(j, i); 
end 
end 
j=1; 
for i=1: signals 
pdfsave(:, j) = bucket(:, i); 
pdf-save(:, j+l) = pdf(:, i); 
j= j+'; 
end 
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A. 9 statistics. m 
APPENDIX A. ; \IATLAB CODE 
Cpsave(i, 4) = Cp(i, 1); 
end 
function [mean, rms, spl, Cpj = statis- save Cp. dat Cpsave -ascii; 
tics(data, ct, cp, signals, samples, coords, 
mach) 
data(:, 1) = data(:, 1)*ct; 
for i=l: signals 
data(:, i+1) = data(:, i+l)*cp; 
end 
for i=1: signals 
mean(i, 1) = sum(data(:, i+ 1))/samples; 
end 
meansave(:, 1) = coords(:, 1); 
meansave(:, 2) = coords(:, 2); 
meansave(:, 3) = coords(:, 3); 
for i=1: signals 
meansave(i, 4) = mean(i, 1); 
end 
save mean. dat mean-save -ascii; 
for i=1: signals 
rms(i, l) = sgrt(sum((data(:, i+l)-mean(i, I )). 2)/samples); 
end 
rms_save(:, 1) = coords(:, 1); 
rms_save(:, 2) = coords(:, 2); 
rms_save(:, 3) = coords(:, 3); 
for i=1: signals 
rms_save(i, 4) = rms(i, I); 
end 
save prms. dat rms save -ascii; 
for i=1: signals 
spl(i, 1) = 20*log 10(rms(i, 1)/2e-5); 
end 
spl_save(:, 1) = coords(:, 1); 
spl_save(:, 2) = coords(:, 2); 
spl_save(:, 3) = coords(:, 3); 
for i=1: signals 
spl_save(i, 4) = spl(i, 1); 
end 
save spl. dat splsave -ascii; 
for i=1: signals 
Cp(i, l) = ((mean(i, I )/cp)-(I /(1.4*( mach 2 ))))*2; 
end 
Cp_save(:, 1) = coords(:, 1); 
Cp_save(:, 2) = coords(:, 2); 
Cp_save(:, 3) = coords(:, 3); 
for i=1: signals 
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A. 10 surface_plot. m 
function varargout = surface. plot(varargin) 
if nargin == 0 
fig = openfig(mfilename, 'reuse' ), 
set(fig, 'Color', get(0, 'defaultUicontrol 
BackgroundColor')); 
handles = guihandles(fig); 
guidata(fig, handles); 
num_files = 1; 
numJocations = 1; 
handles. num_files = num_files; 
handles. numJocations = numJocations; 
guidata(handles. figure2, handles) 
initial-dir = pwd; 
load 
_directory(initial dir, handles) 
uiwait(fig) 
if nargout >0 
varargout{ I} = fig; 
end 
elseif ischar(varargin{ 1 }) 
try 
[varargout{ l : nargout}] = feval(varargin{ 
: }); 
catch 
disp(lasterr); 
end 
end 
% 
function varargout = dirlist_Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
if strcmp(get(handles. figui-e2, ' 
SelectionType' ), ' open' ) 
index-selected = get(handles. dirlist, ' 
Value'); 
file-list = get(handles. dirlist, 'Sti-ing'); 
filename = filelist{index. selected}; 
_ if handles. is_dir(handles. sorted 
index(index-selected)); 
cd (filename) 
load 
-directory 
(pwd, handl es) 
end 
end 
% 
function load _directory(dir_path, 
handles) 
cd (dir-path) 
dir-struct = dir(dir_path); 
[sorted-names, sorted-index] = sortrow; 
APPENDIX A. . 11ATLAB CODE 
Qdir. struct. name I'); 
handles 
. file -names = sorted-names; handles. is_dir = [dirstruct. isdir}; 
handles. sortedjndex = [sorted-index,!; 
gu1data(handles. figure2, handles) 
set (handles. dirlist, 'String', handles. file 
-names,... 'Value',! ) 
% 
function varargout = load-data-files -Cal 
lback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
numliiles = handles. numjiles; 
num_datafiles = handles. num_data_'iles; 
index-selected = get(handles. dirlist, ' 
Value'); 
file-list = get(handles. dirlist, 'String'); 
filename = file_list{indexselected}; 
temp = load(filename); 
if num_files == 1 
data(:,:, num_files) = temp(:,: ); 
num_files = num_files+l; 
handles. num_files = num_files; 
handles. data = data; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles) 
elseif num_files >1& num_files <= 
num_data_files data = handles. data; 
data(:,:, num_files) = temp(:,: ); 
num_files = num_files+l; 
handles. num_files = numfiles; 
handles. data = data; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles) 
end 
% 
function varargout = load _coordinatefiles_Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
numiocations = handles. numlocations; 
num_dataiiles = handles. num_data_files; 
index-selected = get(handles. dirlist, 'Value'); 
file-list = get(handles. dirlist, 'String'); 
filename = file-listf index -selected); 
temp = load (filename); 
if numiocations == l 
coords(:,:, num_]ocations) = temp(:,: ); 
numJocations = numJocations+ 1; 
handles. num, ocations = numiocations; 
handles. coords = coords; 
guidata(handles. figurc2, handles) 
elseit num-Jocations >1 & numJocations 
<=num_dataiiles 
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coords = handles. coords; 
coords(:,:, num]ocations) = temp(:,: ); 
numjocations = numJocations+l; 
handles. numjocations = numJocations; 
handles. coords = coords; 
guidata(handles. figure2, handles) 
end 
% 
function varargout = plotsurface-Cal lback 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
data = handles. data; 
coords = handles. coords; 
[m, n, o] = size(data); 
load /home/cfdldlawrie/MATLAB/ 
workspace. mat; 
x_coord = coords(:, 1,1); 
for i=1: o 
z_coord(i, l) = abs(coords(1,3, i)); 
end 
for i=1: o 
for j=1: n-1 
data(:, j+l, i) = data(:, j+l, i)*cp; 
mean = sum(data(:, j+l, i))/m; 
rms = (data(:, j+l, i)-mean). 2; 
rms = sqrt(sum(rms)/m); 
spl(i, j) = 20*log1O(rms/2e-5); 
end 
end 
format_plots('3D Surface Plot Of SPL', 1) 
surf(x_coord, z_coord, spl ) 
xlabel(' X/L' ) 
ylabel('Z/L') 
zlabel(' SPL' ) 
title('SPL Plot - 3D') 
% 
function varargout = slices_Callback(h, event- 
data, handles, varargin) 
num_dataiiles = str2num(get(handles. slices, 
'String')); 
handles. num_data- iles = num_data_files; 
guidata (handles. figure2, handles); 
% 
APPENDIX A. .\ TATLAB CODE 
function varargout = plotpressure_Callback(h, 
eventdata, handles, varargin) 
data = handles. data; 
coords = handles. coords; 
[m, n, o] = size(data); 
load /home/cfd/dl awri e/MATLAB/workspace. mat; 
x_coord = coords(:, 1,1); 
for i=1: o 
z_coord(i, 1) = abs(coords(1,3, i)); 
end 
for i=1: o 
forj=l: n-1 
mean(j, i)=sum(data(:, j+ 1))/m; 
Cp(j, i)=((meano, i))-(1/(1.4*(mach2))))*?; 
end 
end 
surf(z_coord, x_coord, Cp) 
xlabel(' XIL' ) 
ylabel('Z/L' ) 
zlabel('Cp') 
title('Cp plot') 
% 
function varargout = plot -rms-y -Cal 
]back 
(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
data = handles. data; 
coords = handles. coords; 
[m, n, o] = size(data); 
load /home/cfd/dlawrie/MATLAB/ 
workspace. mat; 
y_coord = coords(:, 2,1); 
for i=1: o 
z_coord(i, 1) = abs(coords(1,3, i)); 
end 
for i=1: o 
for j=1: n-1 
data(:, j+ 1, i) = data(:, j+ 1, i)*cp; 
mean = sum(data(:, j+l, i))/m; 
rms = (data(:, j+1, i)-mean). 2; 
rms = sqrt(sum(rms)/m); 
spl(i, j) =rms; 
end 
end 
format_plots('3D Surface Plot Of RMS', 1) 
surf(y_coord, z_coord, spl) 
ylabel('ZJL') 
zlabel(' RMS' ) 
title('RMS Pressures') 
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Acoustic comparison 
The purpose of this appendix is to explain the generation of the acoustic scattering graphs. 
Firstly the computational data is extracted from probe points as explained in Chapter 2.2 and the 
RMS pressure at each of these points calculated and plotted. Given that the results for both the 2D 
and both 3D cases proved to be consistent it was thought that perhaps something could be learned 
from these results. Given that the only influence in the external flow upstream from the cavity will 
be the acoustic waves generated by the cavity it was possible to examine the nature of these waves. 
Secondly the 1/R and 1/R` curves, which represent the acoustic spreading rate for a monopole 
and dipole source were generated in order to determine whether the cavity external acoustics fol- 
lowed a similar spreading rate. These curves were produced in matlab by setting a variable to count 
incrementally from 1 to 1000 and a second function to be either the inverse or inverse squared of the 
first. 
for i=1: 1000 
a[i]=i; 
b[i]=1/i; 
end 
By plotting these functions against each other the 1/R and 1/R2 curves can be produced. 
These curves are then overlayed upon the computational data and scaled until the best comparison 
can be achieved between the curves. 
Thus it should be noted that these curves are meant to represent the trend of the data and are not 
intended to be best fit curves. 
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